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Abstract 

With the advent of large and complex applications and the emergence of 
semi-structured information repositories such as the World Wide Web, new 
demands are being made on database systems. 

The TENTACLE database system is an experimental database system 
which provides facilities capable of meeting some of these demands. The 
distinguishing features of the system are that it: 

• uses a graph-based data model (and storage subsystem) to provide a 
flexible means of representing poorly structured information, 

• integrates a path expression-based query language with a general pur
pose language to query and manipulate the graph structures, thereby 
eliminating the impedance mismatch encountered in a two language 
system, and 

• provides a programmable database kernel capable of executing the com
bined query and utility language, allowing the construction of domain 
specific applications inside the database without the assistance of wrap
pers or gateways. 

As a demonstration of the utility of the system, I have constructed a 
hypertext server inside the TENTACLE databBSEl without making use of 
external mediators or gateways. Since the hypertext server program is part 
of the database content, database facilities may be used to assist in the 
creation and maintenance of the hypertext server itself. In addition, the 
close integration of hypertext server and database simplifies tasks such as the 
management of associations between hypertext entities or the maintenance 
of different document views. 
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Chapter 1 

Introduction 

The goal of the TENTACLE project was to build an alternative database 
system. The system is intended to be an experimental (yet usable) platform 
designed to explore a number of unconventional ideas which are currently 
unlikely to be encountered in more mainstream systems. 

Since the system has been built for the sake of exploring a different per
mutation of design decisions and establishing whether these are viable, the 
contribution of the system lies more in the exploration of the space of possi
ble database systems and not necessarily in the introduction of a particular 
capability. 

By choosing to build a complete, stand-alone database it has been possi
ble to introduce alternatives in a number of significant database components. 
Furthermore, the complete implementation makes it possible to apply this 
experimental system to a real-life problem domain and to acquire empiri
cal results - something which would have been difficult with an on-paper 
simulation. 

When building such an experimental database system it is interesting 
to select a set of alternative approaches and components in the hope of 
producing a system which exhibits strengths in areas where conventional 
databases are weak - this helps to justify the existence of the database 
system. 

1.1 Conventional Database Systems 

Conventional databases have been designed for applications such as payroll 
processing, stock or inventory management, flight reservation systems and 
banking transactions. These applications tend to exhibit the following prop
erties: 
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Known Database Schema and Structure: The aspect of the world to 
be modeled by the database can be described beforehand. This al
lows the analysis and creation of schema information and typing struc
tures before the system becomes operational. For example, it is usually 
known in advance that the canonical toy banking system requires oper
ations to withdraw, deposit and transfer funds as well as an operation 
to make a balance enquiry. 

Informed User Population: Users and their agents are aware of the da
tabase schema and know where to look for a particular data item. In 
the case of the toy banking system the software running on the ATM 
(Automatic Teller Machine) implicitly contains the information to se
lect an account balance entry from the correct table, while the expert 
intent on discovering ATM usage trends is explicitly aware of the da
tabase schema. In other words the users know where a particular piece 
of information is located. 

1.2 Alternative Database Systems 

Conventional databases perform very well within the constraints given in the 
previous section. However, there are a number of application domains which 
do not exhibit the abovementioned properties of comparative simplicity and 
static structure amenable to prior analysis. Such applications include hy
pertext systems, databases containing research results and PIMs (Personal 
Information Managers). Recently these applications have been described as 
having a poorly defined structure - they have been called semi-structured 
applications [13, 19]. 

It appears to be accepted that plain relational databases have difficulties 
meeting the requirements of such applications [21, 57]. Consequently signif
icant amounts of effort have been directed at finding more suitable systems. 
Thusfar no definitive database solution seems to have been found 1 

- this 
seems to be borne out by the fact that semi-structured applications still tend 
to use no more than structured files as their storage subsystems (for exam
ple HTML [16]), although it is clear that they would benefit from the more 
advanced capabilities of complete database systems. 

In light of these circumstances it seemed interesting to make provisions in 
the TENTACLE database systems for semi-structured applications. These 
provisions take the form of a data model, query language and implementation 

1Object-orientated databases still tend to require advance analysis of the problem do
main to set up class hierarchies. 
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which may be adapted more easily to a particular problem domain and which 
seem to be more suited to the task of representing and manipulating a poorly 
defined structure than a typical relational system. A brief overview of these 
three features is provided below. 

• The data model used by the TENTACLE system is untyped and graph
based and is thus similar to the ones used by LORE [48] or STRU
DEL [30]. The advantage of using a graph-based structure is that it 
is comparatively easy to model associations between entities by repre
senting entities ( or attributes of entities) as nodes and their interrela
tionships as edges. 

• The TENTACLE query system makes use of path expressions over 
the database graph. Path expressions on graphs are similar to regular 
expressions on strings, where regular expressions match character se
quences, path expressions match sequences of nodes and edges. Path 
expressions appear to be a natural extension of navigational access 
methods used in hypertext or file systems and should assist the user in 
traversing a poorly structured environment. A further feature of the 
query system is that it is integrated with a procedural scripting lan
guage, where query expressions may be used within the scripting lan
guage and vice versa. This not only guarantees that the query system 
is sufficiently expressive, but also removes the classical impedance mis
match between poorly coupled query and general purpose language sys
tems as encountered in many of the more popular relational databases 
(eg SQL/PLl, SQL/C,C++). 

• The TENTACLE database implementation takes the form of a pro
grammable database kernel which provides a native graph storage sys
tem. Programs written in the combined query and scripting language 
are uploaded into the database kernel, stored as part of the database 
graph and executed on request. The benefit of such an approach is that 
it is possible to create an entire, self-contained application within the 
database - it is possible to do away with the helpers and gateways 
typically required by conventional databases. Furthermore, the capa
bilities of the database may be used to manage the construction of the 
domain specific application itself. 

Since these capabilities are not typical of a database, it is not only inter
esting to build such a system, but also to apply it to a problem domain to 
discover how the combination of capabilities may be deployed - this provides 
an indication of the utility and performance of the system. 
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1. 3 Application 

The World Wide Web has been chosen as the example application to exercise 
the TENTACLE implementation. It provides an opportunity to demonstrate 
the capabilities of the TENTACLE database system since it is a domain 
which does not satisfy the properties of typical database applications2: In
formation encountered on the World Wide Web is semi-structured and the 
user is initially unaware of the interrelationship between entities - these 
have to be discovered, hence the phrase "to navigate the World Wide Web". 

The World Wide Web example application takes the form of a program 
which has been uploaded into and runs within the TENTACLE database. 
This allows the application to program the database server to provide an 
HTTP (Hypertext Transfer Protocol [17]) interface to the world. In other 
words, the database becomes a hypertext or web server which services re
quests submitted by web browsers. 

Because the web server executes inside the database, facilities such as 
querying capabilities are available immediately, making it possible to offer 
more advanced services such as materialised document views. Currently these 
features are not commonly encountered on web servers - most web servers 
do not provide database capabilities but simply store hypertext entities as 
files on the server file system. In the cases where hypertext entities are indeed 
stored in a database, the database is unlikely to make provisions for semi
structured data. Instead the database content is no less regular than that of 
a conventional database. In such a case the World Wide Web ( a networked 
database in its own right) merely serves as a gateway to another database. 

1.4 Outline of the Dissertation 

The remainder of the dissertation is structured as follows: The next chapter, 
Chap. 2, supplies a background, describing a selection of graph-based query 
languages and database systems, of which a number have been applied to 
semi-structured applications. The background chapter also introduces the 
example application domain, the World Wide Web and a number of systems 
which have· been used to query it. 

Chapter 3 sets out the TENTACLE data model (an untyped graph-based 
model) while Chap. 4 describes the integrated query and scripting language 
and provides a number of short examples of how the language may be used. 

Thereafter, in Chap. 5, the implementation is documented. This chapter 
consists of a system design overview, followed by a description of the im-

2See the itemised properties listed earlier in this chapter. 
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plementation of the database components, from the lowest layers (physical 
storage organisation) to the higher layers (query and scripting interpreter). 

Chapter 6 explains how the system was used to build the example appli
cation. It shows how the database system has been programmed to provide 
a Hypertext Transfer Protocol server and how the built-in query system can 
be used in this environment. 

Chapter 7 concludes the dissertation with a discussion of the results, as 
well as a description of potential extensions to and further applications of 
the system. 
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Chapter 2 

Background 

2.1 Overview 

The TENTACLE project relates to a number of database subtopics. It is an 
alternative database system and makes use of a graph-based model and query 
language. These are related to other systems in Sect. 2.2. TENTACLE, like a 
number of other graph-based systems, is intended to be used in semi or poorly 
structured application domains. This topic will be introduced in Sect. 2.3. 
One of the most significant examples of a semi-structured application ( and 
the one chosen as example in this project) is the World Wide Web - it will 
be described in Sect. 2.4. 

2.2 Data Models and Query Languages 

As a first approximation data models may be grouped into two categories 
(See also Fig. 2.1): 

Value-based systems where entities are accessed using keys, where a key 
is a set of distinguishing properties or attributes. 

Identity-based systems where entities are referenced by means of pointers 
or (object) identifiers. 

The primary example of a value-based data model is the relational model. 
It was introduced by Codd [24] and has become the dominant model used 
in commercial systems (such as Informix [6] or Oracle [9]). Query languages 
associated with the relational model include SQL, Quel and Query by Ex
ample. Most introductory database textbooks include a description of the 
relational model and associated query languages including [42, 58]. 
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Data Models 

Identity-based Value-based 

' Hierarchical Network Graph Object Orientated Relational 
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(eg IDMS) LORE Orion Oracle 

Hyperlog 02 

Figure 2.1: Classification of selected data models into identity and value
based systems 

Identity-based data models include network, hierarchical, object orien
tated and graph-based models. Network and hierarchical models are earlier 
systems which have mostly been displaced by relational systems, while newer 
databases using the object-oriented model are in ascendancy. 

Databases using the network model are typically CODASYL-based sys
tems such as IDMS, while IMS [5] is an example of a hierarchical database. 
Well-known object-oriented databases include 0 2 [27], Orion [41] and Gem
stone [ 45]. There are a number of query languages in use in object-orientated 
systems, the most prominent one is OQL [22], a derivative of SQL. [29] 
contains a survey of object-orientated systems, while [44] explains selected 
object-orientated data models and languages. 

Graph-based models are less well known identity-based data models. Es
sentially graph-based systems model entities as a set of nodes and their 
interrelationships as edges between nodes. Apart from their more recent 
use in semi-structured applications, graph-based databases have also been 
used in GIS (Geographic Information Systems) as well as visual specification 
and query languages. Examples of graph-based systems include GRAS [39], 
GraphDB [34], GraphLog [26], GOOD [35] and Hyperlog [53]. Note that some 
of the systems, while graph-based at a conceptual level, are implemented on 
top of a non-native storage subsystem (eg: GraphLog uses Datalog, GOOD 
uses a relational database). The TENTACLE system provides its own graph
based storage subsystem. 
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GRAS (GRAph Storage) is an operational graph-based database system 
initially developed for a software engineering application (IPSEN) and 
has subsequently been used in a number of other structure-oriented en
vironments. The GRAS data model and implementation was designed 
to support entities which change size and structure dynamically. The 
GRAS system is implemented as a kernel (a manager of complex data 
items which may vary in size and structure) surrounded by several 
layers which provide extended services such as change management of 
individual items or schema/attribute management of the entire data
base. The GRAS kernel is also used by PROGRES (PROgrammed 
Graph REwriting System). PROGRES [55] provides a very high level 
language based on graph grammars which provides facilities for graph 
rewriting and transformation. 

GraphDB is a data model and query language designed to be used in spatial 
databases in order to better represent the connectivity between enti
ties (and not merely their spatial geometry). Coupled with specialised 
graph traversal operations and the ability of GraphDB to store paths 
in the database explicitly it is possible to formulate, amongst others, 
reachability queries. GraphDB's querying system provides an SQL
like construct as well as graph rewriting facilities and the capability to 
represent and manipulate heterogenous collections. 

GraphLog is a visual database query language. Queries in the language 
are formulated as graphs. These so-called query graphs are approxi
mately equivalent to conventional logic rules. In such a query graph 
a distinguished edge approximates the head of the logic rule (specifies 
the "output" of the query) whilst the remaining graph components are 
the equivalent of the rule body, where the rule body is matched against 
the database graph. 

GOOD is a graph-orientated object database model which represents both 
the database schema as well as data instances as graphs. GOOD was 
intended to provide a minimal set of graph operations which could 
serve as the foundation for more complex operations or transformations. 
GOOD, like GraphLog, is a visual environment. 

Hyperlog is a graph-based language. It uses the hypernode data model 
which is an extension of a conventional graph-based model where nodes 
may themselves consist of graph structures. In this regard the hyper
node model may be thought of as a nested graph-based model. As in 
GraphLog, Hyperlog queries take the form of rules which are matched 
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against the data graph. The body of a hyperlog rule serves as a set of 
templates matched against the graph, while the rule head may be used 
to update the graph. Negated rule heads are interpreted by Hyperlog 
as deletion requests. 

2.3 Semi Structured Data 

Traditionally databases have been deployed in applications such as payroll 
management, analysis of census data, inventory management or flight reser
vation systems. Such systems are tightly controlled and highly structured 
environments modeling only a comparatively small part of the world - al
though the volume of data handled by such systems may be very large, the 
schema information is usually comparatively simple and amenable to prior 
analysis. Typically there exist only a small number of types, operators and 
constraints, and it is feasible to declare these before the database becomes 
operational and retain them for the life of the database. 

It has been long recognised that database systems designed for such tra
ditional applications are difficult to apply to both more complex as well 
as less structured application domains. When extending databases to non
traditional applications, the emphasis has usually been focused on the former 
- providing an environment supportive of more complex and sophisticated 
tasks, with a lesser emphasis on supporting less structured applications. 

In particular, the more advanced systems which are reaching commer
cial maturity, namely object-orientated and object-relational systems, have 
been developed to provide, amongst other features, larger and more com
plex typing systems. In the case of the object-orientated system, these take 
the form of user-defined class hierarchies and member functions, while object
relational systems tend to provide pre-written modules (commercially known 
as data blades [6] or data cartridges [9]) which provide a domain-specific set 
of data types and associated operations. 

Only recently (and probably as a consequence of the explosive growth of 
the World Wide Web) has an emphasis been placed on supporting less struc
tured applications. This is the field of semi-structured data (introductions 
to which can be found in [13, 19]). Semi-structured data (sometimes also 
described as poorly structured or schemaless data) is data characterised by 
the absence of an explicit, well-defined schema. Instead it is left to the user 
to discern schema information from the structure of the data. 

This can be thought of as a reversal of the conventional approach of 
managing information - in a conventional database system a schema is 
defined beforehand and data inserted into the system has to conform to 
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the schema or be discarded, whilst in a semi-structured system the schema 
information is derived or deduced from the data as it is added to the system. 

This alternative approach results in schema information of a different 
quality. A classical predefined database schema is designed to be regular ( to 
facilitate database manipulation) and tends to be small (in order to make 
prior analysis tractable), as well as complete and accurate (in the sense that 
all data entities are fully specified and non-conforming entities rejected). 
The schema information contained in a semi-structured system is weaker -
it tends to be part of the structure of data and may be difficult to discern 
from instance information. It may only provide a partial indication of the 
database structure, serving more as a guide or set of hints to the user. 

Clearly the classical schema, when available, provides significant assis
tance when querying and manipulating data. However, there exist situations 
when such a schema is unavailable or of reduced effectiveness. 

For example, genuinely unstructured or irregular data may only derive 
minimal benefit from a conventional schema - the schema may be expensive 
to construct and maintain, and be itself irregular and complex, effectively 
treating each data instance as a special case. 

Another example would be an application domain whete very little is 
known about the data before it is inserted into the database. Such sys
tems include databases which hold research results (for example AceDB [28] 
which stores information related to molecular biology). In such a situation a 
conventional schema might have to redesigned with each new data entry. 

A further example would be a heterogenous, decentralised environment 
where it is not possible to impose a global schema, or where the schema 
is unreliable. The World Wide Web exhibits these characteristics - no 
central authority can impose a schema, and schema information, to the extent 
present, has been known to be falsified 1• 

There even exist a few cases where a semi-structured system may be 
useful even though a well-formulated schema for the given domain is available. 
These include situations where a casual user wishes to browse the database 
content without having to be aware of or learn the underlying schema. It 
may also be useful to employ a system supporting semi-structured data when 
integrating or interchanging data of environments employing divergent data 
models. 

Systems designed for semi-structured environments include LORE [48] 
and UnQL {20]. 

1 For example, some authors include commonly searched-for phrases in the keyword 
fields of hypertext documents in order to achieve a greater exposure in the listing of index 
servers, see [12]. 
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LORE (Lightweight Object REpository) was initially intended to function 
as a private workspace or intermediate store for the mediators of the 
TSIMMIS (The Stanford/IBM Manager of Multiple Information Sour
ces) project, but has been subsequently extended to function as a da
tabase in its own right. 

LORE makes use of OEM (the Object Exchange Model) to represent 
information. Each object within this model consists of an identifier, 
a label and a value. The value can either be a simple entity or a set 
of references to further objects. This model may be thought of as 
representing data as a node-labelled graph. 

This graph structure can then be queried using the LORE query lan
guage, LOREL [14, 54]. The language attempts to deal with irregu
lar structures by performing type coercion, permitting wild-cards in 
queries and not differentiating between tests for equality against a sin
gle value and tests for existence within a set. 

UnQL (UNstructured Query Language) is a query language and associated 
calculus (UnCal) for semi-structured data. UnQL models data as an 
edge-labelled tree or graph, storing information only at edge labels -
unlike OEM, the UnQL model does not associate an identity with a 
node. UnQL attempts to augment the conventional relational opera
tions which tend to operate on flat structures with operations which 
are capable of manipulating deep or cyclic structures. 

2.4 World Wide Web 

The World Wide Web is the largest networked hypertext system. It was 
introduced in 1990 and has, at the time of writing grown to over 3 million 
participating hosts or web servers [8]. 

The World Wide Web is a client/server system where clients (known as 
user agents) contact the servers (referred to as web servers) to access named 
hypertext entities. Entities are identified by their URL (Uniform Resource 
Locator [18]) and are related to each other via references called hyperlinks. 

Hyperlinks are tags embedded in hypertext documents which refer to 
other hypertext entities. Conceptually hyperlinks are the extended electronic 
successors of footnotes or bibliographic references as encountered in printed 
texts. 

The hypertext documents (also known as web pages) of the World Wide 
Web are usually written in HTML (16], the Hypertext Markup Language, an 
application of SGML (Standard Generalized Markup Language). In addition 
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to providing a means of inserting hyperlinks, HTML also provides more con
ventional markup tags to declare elements such as headings, tables or quoted 
texts. Apart from HTML documents, the World Wide Web also makes pro
visions for a large number of other data entities making it possible to refer to 
items such as audio or video clips, images, executables or compressed archives 
from hypertext documents. 

Web server and user agent interact via HTTP ( the Hypertext Transfer 
Protocol [17]). HTTP was intended to be a high-level, simple and stateless 
protocol. It specifies a text-based request/response dialog between client 
and server (initiated by the client) where the client requests an operation 
(such as the retrieval) on a particular hypertext entity where after the server 
returns a response (in the case of a retrieval request this might contain the 
requested entity). HTTP was designed to be used atop any conventional 
reliable connection-based transport protocol, but is currently deployed almost 
exclusively atop TCP /IP (the reliable connection-based transport protocol 
of the Internet). 

Conventional web servers tend to store hypertext entities either on the 
local file system or generate hypertext entities by invoking CGI [3] programs 
(programs conforming to the Common Gateway Interface). Since web servers 
usually do not provide their own database or querying facilities, CGI scripts 
or programs are also used when database capabilities are required. This pro
cess involves starting a CGI program to query a third-party database server, 
adding hypertext markup to the query results and returning the output to 
the web server. Attempts have been made to reduce the costs of invoking 
a gateway program for each client request by optimizing the interface (eg 
FastCGI [4]) or by moving the gateway program into the web server. The 
latter is usually achieved by including a scripting interpreter in the hyper
text server (such as mod_perl or mod_php in the case of the Apache [2] web 
server). 

The World Wide Web is an interesting system because it lacks a con
trolling entity which can impose and enforce a schema or structure. As a 
consequence the associations between hypertext entities are unconstrained. 
For example, in a classical database modeling a part of a university, it might 
be possible to enforce the constraint that members of a department (listed 
in the departmental members relation) have to be employees of the univer
sity (listed in the employees relation). Such constraints are unlikely to be 
enforced on the World Wide Web - while one departmental web page may 
indeed contain hyperlinks to all its employed members, another department 
may only list the secretary as contact person, a third department may link 
to its research groups instead, while a fourth might list staff, students and 
the departmental cat. 
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The absence of a global schema makes it difficult to use traditional query 
systems to extract information from the World Wide Web. Instead a number 
of alternative approaches are in use. Currently the most popular approach 
to query the web is to use index servers ( also known as search engines). 
Index servers occur in two variants, those where potentially interesting doc
uments are selected and categorised by humans (such index servers include 
Yahoo [11]) and those which are generated automatically and allow the user 
to search for matching string expressions or phrases present in the indexed 
documents ( an example of such an index server is Altavista [1]). 

In addition there exist a number of research projects which attempt to 
provide query and or database management facilities which are suited to the 
semi-structured domain of the World Wide Web. Not all of these projects 
approach this task from the semi-structured data perspective - for example, 
some attempt to transform selections of the web into more regular structures 
whilst others develop specialised hypertext models or extensions to existing 
models. A small sample of these different approaches is briefly described 
below: 

ARANEUS (15] attempts to query the World Wide Web by formulating a 
schema for an existing set of hypertext documents, extracting informa
tion from these documents ( using the EDITOR language to parse the 
documents) and inserting this information into a conventional relational 
system ( using the ULIXES language). Once the information has been 
inserted, the facilities of the relational database can then be used to 
create different views of the information in the form of new hypertext 
documents ( this phase is specified using the PENELOPE language). 
Essentially the ARANEUS project translates semi-structured informa
tion sources into an intermediate, highly structured form which may 
then in tum be used to construct semi-structured views of the infor
mation source. 

RAW (31] (Relational Algebra for the Web) augments the classical rela
tional algebra with operators and types (domains) designed to make it 
possible to apply the algebra to the World Wide Web. In particular 
RAW introduces types to access URLs, sequences of URLs (paths) and 
fragments of hypertext documents. RAW also adds operators (SCAN 
and INDEXSCAN) to retrieve documents from the web and insert these 
into a suitable tuple structure which may then be accessed by other re
lational operators. In other words RAW is a domain specific extension 
to the relational algebra which makes it possible to traverse the World 
Wide Web using relational operators. 
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WebSQL [49] is a SQL derivative designed to query the web. The system 
models the web as a relation of hypertext documents and a relation 
of hyperlinks, both computed on demand. These form the basis for 
the virtual graph which is used by the query system. WebSQL aug
ments SQL with constructs to perform string searching (MENTIONS and 
CONTAINS) as well as facilities to formulate path-based queries using 
regular expressions. WebSQL is able to distinguish between hyperlinks 
to the current document, to documents on the same host and hyper
links to a different, remote host. This capability enables the system to 
calculate the cost of a query and may be used to optimise it. 

WebLog [43] is a logic and query language for the World Wide Web. We
bLog introduces the rel-inf on, a fragment of an HTML document delim
ited by a user-selected HTML tag (an example would be paragraphs if 
the user selects the paragraph delimiting HTML tag <p>). Hyperlinks, 
rel-infons and entire HTML pages may be used in query expressions 
which resemble DATALOG rules and these queries may be used to gen
erate restructured or derived web pages. WebLog provides a number of 
domain specific builtin predicates for matching string subexpressions 
and accessing web pages. The set of builtin predicates may be ex
tended by making the functionality of external programs available as a 
new builtin. 

Hyperwave [47] (previously HyperG) provides a data model developed 
specifically for hypermedia systems. It defines a graph by means of 
S-collections. An S-collection can either be an atomic node or be a 
structure consisting of a number of S-collections and associated di
rected edges. S-collections bear some resemblance to hypernodes as 
encountered in systems such as Hyperlog [53]. An interesting aspect of. 
the model is that it attempts to impose a typing structure on graphs 
by categorising the S-collections into specific types (lists, trees as well 
as a catch-all) in an attempt to model common hypertext structures. 
For example a sequence of hypertext pages constituting the chapters of 
a book might be represented as the list S-collection type. 

STRUDEL [30] is web-site management and query system. It uses a graph
based data model similar to OEM (the Object Exchange Model of the 
LORE system), and like LORE, STRUDEL is capable of integrating 
data from a number of sources via wrappers and mediators. STRUDEL 
also provides its own native data graph repository. The query language 
associated with STUDEL is STRUQL (Site Transformation Und Query 
Language). STRUQL is used both in the definition of an integrated 
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view of several information sources, as well as in the querying of the 
unified data graph, where it may be used to define site graphs ( analogs 
to database views) which are used by an HTML generator to create 
a web site. As the acronym indicates, STRUQL provides constructs 
to generate and restructure graphs. Furthermore STRUQL allows the 
user to formulate powerful path expressions which may include builtin 
as well as user-defined predicates. 

Of the systems listed above, STRUDEL bears the closest resemblance to 
TENTACLE. Both STRUDEL and TENTACLE use a graph-based data 
model and provide sophisticated path expressions to traverse the database 
graph. Both systems have been applied to the domain of the world-wide web. 

However there also exist a number of differences between the two sys
tems: Where STRUDEL has been designed specifically for the management 
of web sites, TENTACLE is intended for use in semi-structured applications 
in general. STRUQL as well as LORE and OQL use path expressions as an 
adjunct to more conventional query clauses which bear some resemblance to 
the SELECT ... FROM ... WHERE . . . of SQL, while TENTACLE attempts 
to investigate the feasibility of using path expressions as the only query con
struct. TENTACLE allows the user to embed output formatting information 
in a query expression, while STRUDEL, like ARANEUS, appears to use a 
separate HTML generator module to markup the query output. 
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Chapter 3 

Data Model 

3.1 Overview 

The TENTACLE database system uses a weakly typed graph-based model 
to represent information. The following features of a graph-based model 
may make it attractive for use in both poorly structured as well as complex 
applications: 

1. It is possible to traverse the database structure without having to refer 
to a schema. The user merely follows links from known entities to 
unknown ones. This process is relatively simple and inexpensive - no 
join operation is required. 

2. It is relatively easy to represent associations between entities. A graph
based model allows the user to relate entities to each other by simply 
creating a link between two nodes. The addition is reasonably inex
pensive. 

3. A graph-based model is capable of modeling complex structures di
rectly. Such structures may be arbitrarily deep or cyclic. Like object
orientated models, graph-based models tend to provide a means to dis
tinguish between references to the same entity (node/object identity) 
or references to entities merely possessing the same attributes. 

That such a model can be useful is supported by the fact that the World 
Wide Web may be viewed as a graph or network based database system. Its 
phenomenal growth and popularity can partly be credited to the ease with 
which new information can be added to the system and related to other, 
already existent information. In this regard it differs fundamentally from 
relational or even most object-orientated systems which might require costly 
schema modifications. 
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Figure 3.1: Graphical representation of node Ni with ai attributes where 
each attribute consists of a key Kii and value V'ii• Note that values ½1 and 
½a, are references to other nodes. 

3.2 Model Definition 

The graph-based model used by the TENTACLE system represents the da
tabase as a set of objects or nodes, where each node possesses a unique 
identifier as well as zero or more attributes. An attribute takes the form of a 
key /value pair. The key may be used in lookup operations within the scope 
of the node to return the attribute value component. The value is either a 
reference to a node or an atomic entity. 

Viewed as a graph, the key of a node attribute may be thought of as being 
a directed labelled edge originating at that node, while the attribute value 
may be thought of as being the target node. Where the attribute value is an 
atomic entity, the target node may be thought of as a special case possessing 
no attributes of its own (meaning that it has to be a leaf node) and having 
an identifier which corresponds to the atomic attribute value. 

More formally: The TENTACLE data model represents information as a 
set of nodes {No, ... , Nn} and a set of atomic entities {Mo, ... , Mm} where each 
node Ni consists of a unique identifier i and a set of attributes { AiO, ... , AiaJ. 
Each attribute ~j,j E [O, ~] consists of a key/value pair (Kij, V'ii) where the 
key Kij is an atomic entity Mp, p E [O, m], while the value is either an atomic 
entity Mr, r E [O, m] or a reference to a node Ns, s E [O, n]. 
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Itemised definition: 

D database, D = N U M, N n M = 0 
N node set, N = {No, ... ,Nn} 
M atomic value set, M ={Mo, ... , Mm} 
Ni node with ai attributes, Ni E N, Ni= (i, {Am, ... , AiaJ) 
Aii attribute of node Ni, Aij = (Kij, ¼i) 
Kii key of attribute Aii, Kii E M 
Yii value of attribute Aij, ¼i E NU M 

Note the deliberate distinction between the node set N and atomic values 
M. Elements in the set Mare assigned by and of meaning to the user, while 
the identifiers of the node set N are opaque, immutable surrogates meeting 
the requirements for strong identity as set out by [38]. 

The TENTACLE data model is similar to those used by other systems de
signed to deal with semi-structured data. For example it differs only slightly 
from OEM (the Object Exchange Model of LORE [48]) in that that OEM 
uses a different object or node representation - an OEM node consists of 
an identifier, a single label and a set of references to other nodes whilst 
TENTACLE .models a node as an identifier and a set of attributes ( each 
attribute consisting of a label and a reference). In other words OEM labels 
nodes, while the TENTACLE data model labels edges. 

To explain the TENTACLE data model in more familiar terms, one can 
use a file system analogy: A node in the graph-based model can be thought 
of as a directory in the file system, where attributes (key/value pairs) are 
directory entries. The key component corresponds to the name of the direc
tory entry, while the value is either the content of a file or another directory. 
However, unlike a file system, the graph based structure has no intrinsic no
tion of a parent directory - after all, the data is not modeled as a hierarchy, 
but as a graph, thus a node can be referenced by zero or more other nodes 
( using the directory analogy this means zero or more "parents"). 

It should be noted that a graph is a generalization of a hierarchy or tree 
( a file system has a hierarchical structure), since any tree is a special case of a 
graph which has been restricted to a non-cyclic structure where a single node 
( the root) has no parent node and all others have exactly one parent. For 
example if one were emulate a file system structure using the TENTACLE 
data model, one could use distinguished keys for the purpose of denoting 
references to the current node and its parent ( the key . and . . would seem 
appropriate) and enforce an acyclicity constraint. 

This fact that trees are special cases of graphs should make it possible 
for the TENTACLE database to interact with or emulate the functionality 
of information repositories which use a hierarchy as their data model (such 
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systems would include some text retrieval systems, networked file systems or 
directory servers such as LDAP [60]). 

3.3 Summary 

The TENTACLE system uses a simple, untyped, graph-based data model. 
Such a model is capable of representing complex associations between entities 
directly and allows the user to explore (or navigate) the data without having 
to refer to a schema. Similar models have been used in other systems intended 
to query and manipulate semi-structured information. 
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Chapter 4 

Language 

The TENTACLE system provides an integrated query and scripting lan
guage. The query component is based on path expressions over the data
base graph, while the scripting component resembles conventional general 
purpose programming languages. The former will be described in the next 
section {Sect. 4.1), whereafter a brief overview of the scripting language will 
be given {Sect. 4.2). That section will be followed by an explanation of the 
integration of the two components {Sect. 4.3) and a section (Sect. 4.4) of 
example queries phrased in the combined language. 

4.1 Query Component 

Query languages are an essential feature of any database; without a facility 
for formulating queries, a database is likely to become a write-only storage 
system. Relational databases introduced a number of high-level query lan
guages including QBE, QUEL and, the best known, SQL. These declarative 
languages make it significantly easier to access the database to the extent 
that even people with limited programming skills are able to query a data
base system. 

This success of systems which offer a declarative and easy to use query 
interface suggests that these aspects should also be made part of the require
ments of the TENTACLE query language. 

In addition it is desirable to make provisions in the TENTACLE language 
for querying semi-structured or schema-less data, since cases may arise where 
the structure of the stored data may not (yet) be known, or where a casual 
user may simply be unaware of the schema. In such cases the query language 
should assist in the browsing the data and possibly even assist in the discovery 
of its structure. 
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Several attempts have been made to modify SQL to be used in non
relational and semi-structured applications (for example OQL [22] appears 
to become the most popular query interface to object-orientated databases, 
while LOREL [14] employs an SQL-like syntax to query the semi-structured 
LORE system). 

However, using an already familiar syntax with different semantics can 
cause confusion, and since the TENTACLE database system is a deliberate 
attempt to explore alternative database designs, it was decided to follow a 
different approach. In particular, the system which serves as a point of de
parture for the design of the TENTACLE query language is that of regular 
expressions. Regular expressions occur in a number of user applications such 
as shell interpreters and advanced editors and should be familiar to non
programmers, thus presumably meeting the requirement of being reasonably 
easy to use. 

Conventional regular expressions are template strings which are matched 
against a stream of characters. The TENTACLE query language applies a 
similar principle but matches sequences of nodes and edges instead of se
quences of individual characters. To avoid confusion with the usual regular 
expressions, these expressions have been termed path expressions. 

Put simply: A regular expression matches a character string, while a 
path expression matches a path in the database, where a database path is a 
sequence of nodes and edges which allows the user to move from an initial 
node to another entity in the database graph. In this respect TENTACLE 
paths are not dissimilar to the paths encountered in object hierarchies or file 
systems. Examples of these include the path expression: 

ship.hold[2] .container[4].owner 

which allows the user of an object database to locate the owner of the fourth 
container stored in the second hold of a given freighter, while a file system 
path of the form: 

/usr/bin/vim 

allows the user to descend from the root directory / to the file vim. 
Path expressions seem to be useful in semi-structured problem domains 

since they permit the user to start at a known point and then gradually 
explore adjacent entities. 
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4.1.1 Terminology 

In order to explain the TENTACLE query language it is useful to introduce 
two terms which can be used to describe the components of path expressions. 
Consider the object path expression 

ship.hold.[2] .container[4] .owner 

This expression is specified as a concatenation of delimited entities. For 
this dissertation such entities shall be referred to as segments while their 
delimiters shall be referred to as separators. Thus the first segment (left to 
right ordering can be assumed) of the example path expression would be ship 
and the second segment would be hold [2] 1 . The separator in this example 
is the period ( . ) - other environments may make use of different separators 
(for example file systems tend to use / as separator). 

Observe that the first or initial segment specifies the point at which the 
path starts, while subsequent segments are used to constrain the possible 
paths emanating from this point of entry. In the above example, the first 
segment ship might be a variable containing a reference to a freighter ob
ject, while the next segment hold.[2] indicates that only the second member 
of the hold attribute needs to be considered when following this path. In 
other words, the initial segment specifies the starting or input entity of the 
traversal. This traversal ends at the final or result entity. In the above case 
the result entity is a reference to the owner (of the fourth container). 

Note that the terminology has been introduced using an example from 
an object-orientated programming language or database. However, the terms 
can easily be extended to TENTACLE path expressions. Where segments of 
an object path are matched against objects and their members, TENTACLE 
segments are matched against nodes and their attributes. Similarly the input 
and result entities are extended to refer to sets of graph components (nodes, 
attribute keys and attribute values, see Chap. 3 for their definition). 

4.1.2 Operators 

So far a separator has been presented as a means to delimit the segments 
of a path. However, a separator can also be thought of as a binary infix 
operator, in the case of the above example the separator . is associated with 
the concatenation operation. 

The TENTACLE query language extends this notion to provide its core 
functionality. In particular it introduces three additional separators which 

1 Note that an individual segment may have a composite structure. 
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provide a means of specifying alternation, conjunction and closure. These 
may then be used to construct more complex path expressions to be matched 
against database paths. The three separators are I to denote alternation, &; 

to denote conjunction (requiring a match for both alternatives in a branch of 
the graph, where alternation requires only a single one) and* for closure2• 

To relate these operators back to conventional regular expressions across 
sequences of characters: In regular expressions the concatenation operator 
is left implicit ( assumed between all plain characters) while both alternation 
and closure are specified explicitly. An operator to denote conjunction is 
usually not required since strings are linear structures (where a particular 
position in the string is uniquely determined) unlike the branching structures 
of graphs (where a particular branch might have to match one subexpression, 
and another branch might have to match another). 

4.1.3 Syntax 

The grammar defining the syntax of TENTACLE path expressions is rea
sonably compact and given below: 

PATH ➔ SEGMENT 
➔ SEGMENT C l PATH 
➔ '[' PATH '] I C * l 

➔ '[' PATH C] 1 

➔ PATH C It; l PATH 
➔ PATH CI' PATH 

LEGEND: Uppercase strings denote nonterminals, singly quoted characters 
denote terminals. 

The structure of a segment will be explained later and the complete gram
mar of the combined query and scripting language is given in Appendix A. 

Since TENTACLE path expression make use of several separators, it be
comes necessary to define their precedence: Alternation has the lowest prece
dence followed by conjunction followed by concatenation. Square brackets 
are used to override default precedence and thus have the highest precedence. 
The closure operator incorporates square brackets and has thus an equally 
high precedence. 

2The closure operator is an unary postfix operator. 
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Figure 4.1: Simple example database graph 

4.1.4 Introductory Examples 

This section provides a number of simple TENTACLE· path expressions. 
More complex examples will be given in Sect. 4.3 and Sect. 4.4, while a 
detailed semantics of the path expressions can be found in Appendix B. 

Consider the TENTACLE database graph given in Fig 4.1 consisting of 
a single node possessing two attributes, with keys age and name respectively. 

Given a reference to the node in the variable me it is possible to retrieve 
the value of the age attribute using the following path expression: 

me.age. 

Here the first segment, me, specifies the point of entry into the system (ie 
the input set) while age selects the age attribute. The expression contains 
a third segment, the empty or null segment (hence the second . separator). 
When occurring as any other than the initial segment, the null ·segment 
matches any graph component - it is the equivalent of a wildcard or don't 
care match. In the example the null segment matches the attribute value 22. 
This is also where the path expression finishes, returning the attribute value 
as its result set. 

If the null segment occurs in place of a conventional initial segment, then 
the default input set is used. It contains a reference to a single node. This is 
node defined .as the global database entry point and is the persistent root of 
the database. If the node given in Fig. 4.1 is designated the database root, 
then the above path expression may be replaced by a shorter equivalent: 

.age. 

An example of a path expression which makes use of the alternation 
construct is given below. The expression requests either the age or birthdate 
value: 

me. age - lme. birthdate. 
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Again, the result set contains a single reference to the 22 of the age 
attribute {the example node does not possess a birthdate attribute). By 
making use of the square brackets to override default precedence, it is possible 
to rewrite the above expression as: 

me. [agelbirthdate]. 

The final introductory example expression illustrates the use of the closure 
operator: 

The result set of this expression contains all the graph components reach
able from the graph component referenced by the variable me3 • Here this set 
contains four members - references to the keys and values of the node at
tributes {key name and value Marc for the first attribute and age and 22 for 
the second). 

4.2 Scripting Language 

The TENTACLE language includes a general purpose programming {here 
referred to as scripting) component. 

It is somewhat uncommon to encounter scripting languages in database 
systems. Usually the reason advanced for their omission is that general pur
pose programs may consume an unpredictable amount of resources {time, 
storage). This problem is solved somewhat crudely in the TENTACLE sys
tem by setting resource limits which, if exceeded, result in the termination 
of the script. 

The inclusion of a scripting component guarantees the computational 
completeness of the TENTACLE language, thus making it unnecessary to use 
host or wrapper languages ( as is the case in a number of other query languages 
such as SQL). The elimination of host languages removes the impedance 
mismatch usually encountered in two language systems. 

The scripting component is also used as data definition language, new 
data items may be added to the system by calling a function to link the 
new item to a node reachable from the database root (in other words data 
persistence is by reachability). 

In addition the scripting language component makes it easier to add 
active-database capabilities to the system such as dynamically computed 

3 Although not illuatrated in this example, the TENTACLE closure operator is capable 
of dealing with graph cycles. 
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data or triggers. The TENTACLE system takes advantage of this by provid
ing a trigger which is executed as soon as a client connection to the database 
is established. Such a facility makes it possible to program the interface pre
sented by the database to the client, in other words, it is possible to adapt or 
interface the database to its problem domain or application without having 
to make use of external gateway or mediator programs. 

Like the path expressions, the scripting component of the TENTACLE 
language has been kept simple deliberately - had either component been 
overly complex their combination would, in all likelihood, have become un
readable and their interaction unmanageable. Hence the scripting component 
resembles a small, simple subset of a procedural language such as C [37] or 
PHP [10]. 

Most complex syntactic constructs have been omitted- equivalent func
tionality is provided by a set of builtin functions. For example where C 
would use a construct such as X&&Y to denote conjunction, the TENTACLE 
scripting language uses and (X, Y) 4 • This reduces the tokens reserved by the 
scripting component of the language to the following: 

if else 
while 
var 
{} 
0 

[] 
1111 and '' 

conditional evaluation 
iteration 
variable declaration 
block delimiters 
parameterisation of functions, loops and conditions 
parameter separator 
path expression delimiters 
quoting of literals 
program terminator 

The complete grammar of the language is given in Appendix A. 
The canonical "Hello World" program expressed in the TENTACLE 

scripting component looks like this: 

write (connection, 11 Hello World11
). 

In this example the function write() appends the value of its second 
argument (The quoted literal "Hello World 11

) to its first argument (the net
work connection handle referenced by the variable connection). 

Another example shows how the scripting language may be used to insert 
data into the system. The script given below will generate the graph in 
Fig. 4.1 and make the node the root of the database graph: 

4Note that this changes the semantics of and() from those of C to those of PASCAL. 
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var me 
me=newid() 
link(me, 11 age 11

,
11 22 11

) 

link(me, 11 name 11
,

11 Marc 11
) 

root(me). 

The first line declares the variable me, the second line requests the da
tabase to allocate a new node and assigns a reference to this node to the 
variable me. The two calls to the link() function associate two attributes 
with the node, while the last line informs the system that the newly allocated 
node should become the new entry point into the system. 

Further examples of the scripting language will be given in the next sec
tion (Sect. 4.3) and Chap. 6. 

4.3 Integration 

The integration of the query and scripting components of the TENTACLE 
language is achieved by allowing path expressions to appear in place of R
val ues in the scripting component (here termed R-value substitution) and by 
permitting R-values of the scripting language to appear as segments in the 
path expressions of the query component (referred to as segment substitu
tion). In other words parts of the scripting component may occur in path 
expressions and vice versa. This mutual nesting may be arbitrarily deep. 

4.3.1 R-value Substitution 

Path expressions, when enclosed in brackets [], may appear in place of the 
more usual R-values (literals, variables and function calls) of the scripting 
component. When a path expression occurs as an R-value, its value is the 
result set of the expression5 • Consider the path expression me. age. matched 
against the database graph depicted in Fig. 4.1. The result set of this ex
pression is a reference to the attribute value 22. Thus when the expression 
is used as the third R-value in the script: 

write(connection, 11 My age is 11
, [me. age.]). 

the output will be the text My age is 22. 

5 Where the caller expects only a single value, the first element of the set is used. 
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4.3.2 Segment Substitution 

Any R-value (ie literal, variable or function call) of the scripting component 
may be used as a segment in a path expression. For example in the first path 
expression me. age., it is given that the initial segment me is a variable which 
references the node in Fig. 4.1, while age is a literal matching itself. 

The example may be modified by replacing the age literal with a variable 
holding the value age: 

var property 
property=age 
write (connection, "My 11 ,property, 11 is 11

, [me. property.]). 

The output of this script is identical to that of the previous example, 
namely My age is 22. Note that, like in all the previous examples, the 
variable me is assumed to have been declared and initialised previously. Also 
note that the quoting of literals containing only plain characters is optional, 
there is no distinction between property=age and property=" age II pro
vided age has not been previously declared as a variable (in which case 
property=age would assign the dereferenced value of the variable age to 
the variable property). Defensive coding practice suggests enclosing all lit
erals in quotes, including those occurring in path expressions (for example 
me. "age"). However, for the short examples given in this dissertation, this 
appears unnecessary and only reduces readability. 

Function calls may be used in a similar manner to variables. When a 
function call occurs as initial segment, its return value is used as input set 
for the path expression. When used in another position a match succeeds 
if the function call returns true (ie non-null - the TENTACLE language 
provides a distinct null value). Thus the path . age. can be thought of as 
being a shortened version of root O . age. true(), since root() returns a 
reference to the entry point of the graph, while true O always succeeds. 

Another example of a path expression using a function call is: 

[me.age.write(connection,"My age is 11 ,here())]. 

Again the output of this expression is My age is 22. The nested function 
call write(connection, "My age is 11 ,here()) has been included as the 
third segment in the path expression and the side effect of its evaluation 
results in output. Note the special function here O returns the value of the 
current matching component of the database graph (22 in the example) 6

• 

6The here () function bears a limited similarity to the this pointer as encountered in 
C++. 
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The last example of path expression and scripting integration illustrates 
how functions and path expressions may be nested several layers deep: 

[me. write (connection, 11 My ",here(), 11 is ",[here() . ], 11
• ")] • 

The resultant output is My age is 22. My name is Marc.. The top
level path expression consists of two segments, where the second segment is 
the nested function call 
write (connection, 11 My 11 

, here() , 11 is 11 
, [here() . ] ) . This function call 

is evaluated for each attribute key of the node (name and age) and accesses 
the current graph component by using the here() function as well as the 
immediate neighbour using the path expression [here () . ] which uses the 
current position as input set. 

The above examples of formulating similar queries in a number of different 
ways demonstrate the flexibility of the integrated querying and scripting 
language, even though the language consists of a comparatively small number 
of building blocks. By providing a flexible querying system, it is hoped that 
users will be able to construct queries in formats which are convenient and 
which map naturally to a given application domain. 

4.4 Further Example Queries 

This section presents three more complex queries. They are derivatives 
of queries presented in the literature, and show how one might use the 
TENTACLE query language to approach some of the issues identified by 
the authors. 

4.4.1 The Movie Database 

Query: Find the scriptwriters of movies directed and produced 
by the same person. 

This query has been adapted from an application domain introduced 
by [19] (the Internet Movie Database [7], where users may browse a large 
body of movie-related information). The query is an attempt to compare 
TENTACLE path expressions and path expressions which might form part 
of more conventional SELECT ... WHERE ... clauses. 

Given a database graph such as depicted in Fig. 4.2 which represents 
selected details of two movies, the path expression which would return the 
set of scriptwriter names is: 
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scriptwriter ~ame 
~ Arthur C. Clarke 

director 

name Stanley Kubrick 

producer name 
Kirk Douglas 

'ter 

~ 
~ Howard Fast 

Figure 4.2: The Movie Database 

[ .. equal([here().director.] ,[here().producer.]) 
.scriptwriter .. name.] 

This path expression ( which has been split over two lines for the sake of 
readability) consists of seven segments, where the third segment is a complex 
subexpression. The subexpression evaluates to true if the result sets of the 
two path expressions [here() . director.] and [here() . producer.] are 
equal. Since evaluation of subsequent segments only proceeds if previous 
segments have been matched, the third segment serves to eliminate movie 
nodes which do not possess equal director and producer attributes. The 
remaining four segments (scriptwriter .. name.) traverse the graph from a 
movie node to the name attribute of the scriptwriter. 

An advantage of TENTACLE path expression syntax over more conven
tional SELECT ... WHERE . . . clauses is that the relationship between the 
result (the SELECT clause) and the constraint (the WHERE clause) can be given 
directly. Consider a naive attempt at splitting the above path expression into 
a SELECT and a WHERE clause 7 : 

SELECT [ ... scriptwriter .. name.J 
WHERE [ ... director.] = [ ... producer.] 

Clearly the clauses as given above are insufficient since they do not specify 
how the three path expressions are related to each other, ie how much of 
the path expressions should be the same - if left unspecified the paths 
[ ... director. J and [ ... producer. J might refer to an entirely different 
movies. This difficulty has been identified by [19]. The author suggests using 

7 This is a hypothetical. example. The TENTACLE language does not provide a SELECT 
••• WHERE • • • construct. 
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Figure 4.3: The Blue Cars 

variables to indicate how the different path expressions relate to each other. 
Such a query clause could possibly be written as: 

SELECT [ .. $movie.scriptwriter .. name.] 
WHERE [ .. $movie.director.] = [ .. $movie.producer.] 

This is the approach which has been chosen for query languages such as 
OQL. The TENTACLE approach of combining all clauses into a single path 
expression appears to be more compact, since common segments of the path 
need only be given once, and variables are not required. 

4.4.2 The Blue Cars 

Query: Find all blue vehicles driven by the president of the com
pany that manufactured them. 

This example has been taken from [40]. The query given has, what the 
author calls, a type-n cycle in its query graph. Such a query is difficult to 
express in SQL. 

A fragment of a database graph which matches the query is given in 
Fig. 4.3. In the figure a company8 is represented as a node (anchored at 
the database root) which contains a president attribute (a reference to the 
president node) and a manufactures attribute. The president node references 

8For the sake of brevity only a single company somecorp has been shown where other
wise several would have been given. 
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the set of vehicles driven by him, while the manufactures node references the 
set of vehicles manufactured. 

The TENTACLE path expression which retrieves the vehicles meeting 
the requested criteria is given below: 

[ ... [president .. drives ... t 
manufactures ... equal([here().colour.] ,blue)]] 

The expression consist of four segments, where the first three are null seg
ments which traverse the graph from an entry point to a company node. The 
fourth segment consists of a conjunction subexpression, where the result set 
of the conjunction is the intersection of the result sets of its two components. 
The first component returns a result set of vehicles which are driven by the 
president, while the second returns a set of vehicles which are manufactured 
by the company and have the colour blue. 

4.4.3 The Restaurant Guide 

Query: Find cheap restaurants. 

This example has been derived from [14]. The query is intended to illus
trate how information may be extracted from a semi-structured database. 

In the example this database takes the form of a restaurant guide. The 
entries of this guide do not conform to a regular structure. Some restaurants 
may be described by a brief text, other entries may contain a listing of 
courses, yet other restaurants might be described by key fields which classify 
the restaurant according to criteria such as price or cuisine. 

Figure 4.4 provides a small part of this hypothetical guide. The figure 
shows three restaurants, Amigos, Melissa I s and The Squirrel. Amigos is 
only described by a short text, The Squirrel contains greater detail about 
individual courses (The Squirrel provides a wide selection of cheap starter 
courses of a reasonable quality9), while Melissa I s is described by attributes 
indicating opening times, cuisine and price. 

Selecting cheap restaurants from this guide is achieved by searching (re
cursively) for attributes of restaurants which contain the substring cheap. 

It should be clear that this query might not retrieve all cheap restaurants 
(some cheap restaurants might be described as having a reasonable price). 
The query might also retrieve expensive restaurants (for example, those which 
contain the substring not cheap). This illustrates the tradeoff made by a 
.semi-structured system - the benefit of being able to store complex and 

9Descriptions of the other courses have been omitted to simplify the figure. 
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Figure 4.4: The Restaurant Guide 

Tue-Sun 
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unconstrained data without having to formulate an exact schema is paid for 
by either reduced query accuracy or increased query complexity. In many 
cases this tradeoff is acceptable - the casual user browsing the guide in 
search of a cheap meal is probably prepared to accept an incomplete list of 
cheap restaurants, and is likely to examine individual restaurant descriptions 
before visiting the restaurant. 

The query to select cheap restaurants can be written as the TENTACLE 
path expression: 

[.guide . . restaurants .. setsubstring( 11 cheap", [here().[]*])] 

The segments [.guide .. restaurants.] traverse the graph from its root 
to the node which contains a set of references to restaurant nodes. The path 
expression [.guide . . restaurants .. ] would select the keys of all of these 
references, ie all restaurant references. In order to constrain the result set, 
the function call setsubstring( 11 cheap 11

, [here().[]*]) is used in place of 
the last empty segment. 

setsubstring () returns true if the first argument is a substring of one of 
the elements of its second argument. In the example, the second argument is a 
path expression which returns the set of all graph components reachable from 
the current position ( the current position being the key of a reference to a 
particular restaurant node). Thus setsubstring("cheap", [here(). [] *]) 
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only succeeds if a graph component which contains the substring cheap is 
reachable from the current position. 
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Chapter 5 

Implementation 

5.1 System Overview 

The core of the TENTACLE database system is a single server process which 
fields requests from multiple clients via a network interface. The server takes 
the form of a programmable database kernel which interprets instructions 
written in the combined querying and scripting language. It is thus one of 
the tasks of the server to map instructions in the language to low-level storage 
operations. 

This mapping can be decomposed into several stages, making it possible 
to partition the database into several layers (see Fig. 5.1) where each layer 
can make use of the functionality provided by lower layers. 

This· section explains how the TENTACLE server was partitioned into 
its layers. The description progresses upwards from the lowest layer. 

The lowest layer of the TENTACLE database system is called the block 
manager. It accesses secondary storage via seek, read and write system calls 
to the host operating system. Since disk devices, device drivers and file 
systems typically use a fixed block size for their internal operation ( common 
sizes are lK or 4K), it was decided that the block manager request fixed 
(instead of variable) size blocks, thus avoiding the penalty of having the 
operating system merge or split variable size blocks. 

It is the task of the block manager to keep track of free and used blocks 
and service requests submitted by the other database layers for new and 
existing blocks from its local set of cached fixed-size pages. 

The layer above the block manager is called the graph storage manager. 
It performs all the basic graph manipulation operations - these comprise 
operations to create, retrieve, modify and delete nodes and their attributes. 
This makes the graph storage manager responsible for mapping the nodes 
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Figure 5.1: Components of the TENTACLE Database 
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and their attributes onto the pages supplied by the block manager. 
In addition the graph storage manager is responsible for maintaining a 

global node index so that references between nodes can be resolved efficiently, 
as well as a per node index so that individual attributes of a node can be 
retrieved efficiently on their key. 

The operations provided by graph storage manager are used by the cursor 
manager. It is responsible for maintaining pointers or handles (here termed 
cursors) to nodes and their attributes. This allows the cursor manager to 
detect access collisions between different clients. 

The language module is the topmost layer of the system and co-ordinates 
the other database components. It provides a re-entrant interpreter for both 
the query and the scripting component of the TENTACLE language - in 
other words it is capable of servicing several remote clients simultaneously. 
This module receives and parses the instruction stream of a client, dispatches 
the instructions, uses the cursor module to access the database graph and 
returns output to the client. 

This concludes the overview of the database components. The next sec
tions present a more detailed description of the assumptions made, design 
decisions taken and tradeoffs arrived at for each component implementation. 

5.2 Block Manager 

The TENTACLE block manager is responsible for reading and writing data 
blocks or pages from secondary storage on behalf of the other system com
ponents. The block manager can use either a single file or disk partition as 
secondary storage. Writing directly to a partition allows one to bypass the 
overhead imposed by the file system. 

It is assumed that the available secondary storage ( disk space) is signif
icantly larger that the available primary storage (Random Access Memory) 
and that accesses to secondary storage are comparatively expensive oper
ations, but unavoidable since the entire database might not fit into RAM. 
Thus the block manager maintains a buffer or page cache, so that only active 
parts of the database need to be resident. An incoming request is compared 
to the content of the cache. If the block has already been retrieved and is 
available in one of the buffers, then the address of that buffer is returned to 
the calling layer (usually the graph storage manager). Otherwise the block 
at the given file or disk offset is read into the least recently used page and 
its address returned to the callee. 

It may seem counter-intuitive to maintain a block cache when the oper
ating system can maintain a block cache as well. However, there exist three 
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advantages which a user-level cache has over a cache within the operating 
system: 

1. Most conventional operating systems can not easily be modified to 
adjust their caching strategy (especially on a per file/device basis), 
and the global caching strategy might not be the best one available for 
the database. 

2. In most operating systems it is difficult to pass information about the 
importance of a block to the caching component of the operating system 
- in general there is no way of providing the operating system with 
hints as to the likelihood that a given block will be requested again. 

3. An operating system level cache incurs the overhead of a copy opera
tion, even on a cache hit, since the data needs to be transferred from 
an internal operating system buffer into the area specified by the user
level program, while a user level cache only needs to pass an address 
to the calling function. 

Since the TENTACLE database is intended to function as an experimen
tal/research platform, it might be desirable to modify the caching strategy 
at a later stage and investigate the effects of the modifications on the per
formance of the system ( currently such an investigation has not yet been 
attempted). Thus it seemed prudent to include a user-level cache. 

The first two reasons enumerated above also motivate the decision not 
make use of a memory-mapped file/device interface1, instead the database 
interacts with the operating system via the conventional read, write and seek 
system calls. 

5.3 Graph Storage Manager 

The graph storage manager is responsible for mapping graph structures onto 
the block buffers supplied by the block manager - the graph storage manager 
uses the services of the block manager to provide the operations to store, 
retrieve and modify the components of a graph. 

A decision which influences the set of possible designs of this module 
( and which needs to be taken in almost all storage system where references 

1 Memory-mapped IO is the process whereby the operating system uses the virtual 
memory facilities provided by the hardware to place (map) a file into the address space 
of a process, causing the file to appear like a normal memory area - this removes the 
overhead mentioned in point 3 above and confers the advantage of having a cache hit or 
miss detected in hardware. 
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exist between stored entities) is the choice between implementing a reference 
between two entities as a direct pointer to the storage location of the entity, 
or as a reference to a logical identifier which is only later mapped onto the 
address of the entity. 

The direct pointer approach has been used by systems such as 0 2 [27]. 
It offers the advantage of minimizing the lookup costs, but makes moving 
stored entities difficult, since this involves either updating all pointers on 
referring entities or keeping a forwarding pointer to the new address at the 
original location of the (now moved) entity. Updating all referring pointers 
is expensive, while forwarding pointers fragment the storage space. 

The alternate approach of using logical identifiers as references which 
are mapped onto an address introduces the performance penalty of an extra 
lookup for each access. The advantage is that it becomes comparatively easy 
to move an entry (since only the lookup system, instead of all references, 
needs to be updated). For the same reasons it is also less expensive to com
pact the holes left by deleted entries in an effort to minimize fragmentation. 

The TENTACLE system uses logical identifiers (sometimes also referred 
to as surrogates), since it was anticipated that nodes within the system are • likely to change size relatively frequently and these resize operations may 
involve the movement of nodes. Logical identifiers also make it possible to 
support a stronger form of node identity as defined by [38]. 

This choice means that the graph storage manager layer can be divided 
into three principal subcomponents: An index mechanism to assign identi
fiers to nodes and map these identifiers onto addresses, a component which 
manages the packing of nodes into block buffers and a component which orga
nizes the internal structure of an individual node. These parts are explained 
in more detail below. 

5.3.1 Node Index 

The function of this component is to map a logical identifier onto a physical 
block address (an offset into a file or directly into a disk partition). It was 
deemed desirable to have the block address of a node independent of its logical 
identifier, since this has the advantage that the system can select any block 
which has sufficient space (resulting in far better space utilization) and also 
makes it possible to implement more sophisticated graph clustering strategies 
at a later date ( dynamic clustering strategies which attempt to cluster groups 
of nodes which reference each other (see [50])). However, this approach of 
making physical node locations independent of their logical identifiers has 
the disadvantage that there has to be an index entry for each node. Since 
it is conceivable to have large numbers of small nodes, this means that the 
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index structure can be very large. Thus a memory resident structure does 
not seem to be a viable solution; instead the index resides on disk and only 
its actively used parts are paged into memory. 

Two of the more common approaches used for maintaining such indices 
are trees (B-trees are common for disk resident structures) or hash tables 
(although these are more frequently used for memory resident structures). 

A hash table (in this case its task would be to hash the logical identifier 
onto a position in the table containing a pointer to the physical address of 
its block) offers a very fast lookup mechanism, but has the disadvantage of 
requiring large amounts of contiguous storage for efficient operation. If the 
storage space is reserved when the database is created, then it is possible 
that a significant amount of space may be wasted. On the other hand, if the 
table is only increased in size when needed (as is the case with extendible 
hashing), then, because the table would be disk resident, one incurs the 
expensive overhead of having to reorganize the database in order to create a 
larger piece of contiguous storage. 

AB-tree, while not as fast as a hash table, has the advantage that it does 
not require a contiguous storage area, and makes efficient use of the storage 
allocated to it. 

As a matter of fact, for the TENTACLE system it is possible to improve 
the space utilization of the B-tree even further, since one can take advantage 
of the fact that the system itself generates the node identifiers: If one uses a 
counter to generate the logical identifiers, it can be guaranteed the identifier 
of the newest node is always larger than all other existing ones2

• This means 
that new entries are only ever inserted at the rightmost side of the tree (see 
Fig. 5.2). Thus nodes in the B-tree can be filled completely (there is no 
advantage in reserving space in the nodes for subsequent insertions, since it 
is certain that none will occur). 

If no deletions occur, then only the rightmost nodes of this modified B
tree are ever incompletely filled. For such a case the average space utilisation 
(u) is better than 1 - (d/N) where N is the number of nodes in the B-tree 
and d is depth of the tree. This is a pleasing, since it means that the average 
space utilisation tends to unity as the tree increases in size. 

Unfortunately this formula only holds if no deletions occur, since dele
tions, unlike insertions, may occur anywhere in the tree. However, it is 
possible to compact the tree using a post-order tree traversal which shifts 
each entry to the left by x positions and decrements the keys of the interior 

2 Admittedly there is the problem of encountering a counter wraparound, but the cur
rent implementation does not attempt to deal with that contingency since the default 32 
bit counter can sustain one insert per second for 136 years, while a 64 bit counter can 
sustain a million insertions per second for 584 millennia. 
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r, .. l h• ,·,,n,,;u•11d111c. vlrlr•''I!- 11111 rn1h~r hiL' ,,, lu ,1111.-11 ,., , ,1,,·trly "" ,1 ... 
I, ,.f 11,,,t, smc• 1, ~lY. 11 nvrl• 1d, 111111•·• , ,.,i,i,,...,.. 1'-'11 , "" '" ,, .. r,~J Anywl" 11 

111 t h• · l,11rfr ult h• I• 11f n11rl• 
•\[1,, " '"' rt111~ 11 11,,,ti,, 11; w,it, .... 11.-. ti, ,\.$ 1wh1~"' ''} , 1,. ''"•"· I, ul , .. l1111 

1t rr-,11 1,)lfl'• ~ t1h· 11 tihrrli11~J11--~ l\1,·n"' (o, I , '7 uu1I .tl i 11uf 1111 1H.~l'rt\uµ. 

I la, 1!1t l, tuJd1 ell, •iluditl, ·d n ♦ c1 r·, 1,01,\\"" lt1Jtll H. !" IU)\ll !r,tl tu n.n ittl f tlfH 

J 1-'lu• l1•Ji,r , .. ,,,, , fl! ........... ,, h,·r,,1,., ~,1,,1,tl i,n• ,it :11,, n1JJI \-AfUl,i' 'ii.hi ,n~u ... h" r,1nn J01t•n1..

'•11d1•" ,t 1th• mr,d 1ttut f\ lr,-.,.111d •1htA ht, .. )i,_ llll,)1k, <1t11r1r,J ,r.r "nn,I n • ..,1, Hhl \t1·1111 nnr 

11u1 l 1•[ l ht· 111,+ •IVfttlY rttl\.•,- '' fi11ltti 1•j 
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D -► l\•int,·1 1,, ',!,',)( AJ.l1<•i, [] N•II / llhu~J Wu,J 

IIL•dr· .11,J rnv l•,;1\1"" ltUu~H,ll-<l 1u Fi,; .. :,.lo1. "'-'t•· lli11: lht: lr£t ., .• if 1~ 11111 
•1•111 .11;.J 1, .. 1.,111 ... J ,,;.11n,1 th,· ru;lu ll':U i>5 r!'t11J1!•-d Ul .. lull\ HII 111111,I n Ir,•. 
'"·" 11 " f'l•rlJlm Lllllt rio :unhcr ••01n .. , ,, ill hr u, • .-rt,•i 111 • It,• '.Mr I,• 11 

\1 I It, ,1,1,;, tire 1•.r.,t v[ h,r.111::i; lh~ .v.ldr~ uf tht uu,lc- hn11n,: trl, 11l1h, r 
Ji hJ, • ••••JI lo J hi• ,d, 111 ,.,..,.,.., Fur 'Om<• .1p1,1lic,11ti.w.< LIil', C:1>~, 1111L\ 111• 

,. , ,.,,,.,t.,t, k •111• , 111<·1, m11<lJI .. ~ l.;swr ~Clt:::.5 ,i,,-.:si~ In ~ut-b, "-'" rt,,. 
'1,-.11111 ,.r tl .. ,J ,1 .tt~, ... • 111111 '"'' 1(, .11.,r~l'T 11 .. ,11 I 11,h· Ill 1t.1~ .... , .. ,,1wr,I•· 
•I hH•U t,,1,h ... , ~ lillu ,.. I,,, ~ I•, .. ,I ,,f I., I ''U"I ·~••11111 r•<h&n• I hr ,11 l<!>' •v•I 

••• I l,lt,il, tt'•tut••• l-!vv,••\f•1 11:,.,,. :S l,1,.,-1(,; ,vultJ t,,. •1D•J"rut11t.:,,l 1"...,lr,J1 
ti ,i,:11,hc .. 11ll., l1•v,,•1 I L-111 \, I .,..,J1~ HL' pt <'"'';'I.It in 1 ),,- •l.\l,1~~.v 

, •• r, 11+111 lh1• 11•'•\ilN ,,r Iii"' 11\P'ltl•I ....... ,,.,,"'''• 1I '•111r\• , • ., ) h '"'''"'"'' 'l11 11 .. 
11 .. , 11 ,JI 11,, , .. ..,~ ..... ,,:,J ,t 11,u ... ...-i<' n,,1 "-,,1J kr ,l.,1,. t.h.d.a 1 

17 



I'\ ode Packing 

Tl1, 11uil• I ,n, l.111~ •'nrnp, 111• •111 b r- ·,pL11t'Olil1• f11r ,1•11'1.'I I Ill! a i,11 1·,1◄ .i.l "1JJr,.._<-
1, dwl1 Iii,,, k a11,l !llt,n 111111 111111 hl.,rltl for ;.i n1•11· 1u.,d1•. As th,• 11 .. rlr cl1;1J1~,~ 

111 "'" th, 1°,wkir,p; ,·,1111 pt1ni•11t m:iv l\lso hro1·r lu m,11' " t h~ 1111,Jr f., ~ 11•"•• 
1111,lr,•.,.~ linrl furlhrr ~lf•TILI,'' hl1J,h. 11r mnv h1w1• 1c, LT1111·,· .'ltlJi11'r11t 11.,,1,, '" 
1•tb-llfl' 1 linl 1 ht·n~ ,~ :-uJfincm ,pnc,• tr, t1l'l'"tt111rnrnh\l r f11~\ IHI,. ,1~ 1 u1 s1) 

I 1, ol hN wi,rd11, I hi• rwtlt· 1,n,kmi; 1 , ,rup11wn1 1~ r,•1op, '" ' ' 1,1,• t.,r h11 ,l 11111 ., 

IJl11t'l" ,. 1 ,,1 ,r r- fl 1111\1. h,• Cr• •n1 f'd ,J, 11 l1 ,..,. w, ·11 '" 1111.I 1111\ ,., w ~,!I t. },-. 11 1111• w11t 
n•,pII1t•~ 1111.r •· ~r,,nu;r• "'llt•l*'' 

11 ~1 ,,1111i111 , 1,. ,1 1.: 1111,1 ,11,.i,.,. .. io •w,111,, ,. ,111,,,rh , .. , .. 1111 111,1r,•,,~,,p1,11,,1 
l>I' Iii" l ,Jw·k 11)1,HllJ! ·1 twl; .. 11 wr,1,., tlJ" ,,,,,i 111 .,, ,, lo11ll1•1 •,qiJ,u,,. w· 
ll 11•ililh at1u11~ Ill 1•~ ' 'l'Tl •·•1•"11d111 11; l,l.,1 k "ll ol1;kl Ila, r, I~ •11<1> n,, ,11u~IIIT1I 

ddl•'ll'Ht 11 !Wh\f11111 11 ,u11111ory t ,-..,i.t 'TH H<...•d• nu•J , n wrin n. t , dt<,c I hc·r 
Ii, 1111 hWi~di 11 r. ,,r pu111I••~ l,I fl''' ' l"IIO"~ ••T ,1.11\' villl'T r,Jn .. , .f 1m11,1,hr.~ uf ., 
,h i . .. ~ir:1°111 11o d " 111 lrn11.1f,,rn1 11 1111" 11 rn,•mon· n.,,1tt~nl ,ll"lltllHI• 1i~r .. r, 11 
11111 h, ,11,:1•;,i,rd 11r rn, ,dihr-1. T hi;, 11·rn ,·11f'\· ,1p111,,,1d1 r ... ru.-~ •h• ,1:nr,11111 1I 
11 .1· 1111,1 1· .. ,..,,1 1" 1Ji,, Tl~l\' J. \C ·LL ..,.-,11•m 

11 , p11, ktni4 1•111ri,l11t• ,r\ drfir.• d 10-. t~ ,11••"1"-' \\ 'h1 , it h11tl, 1a. 1 r .. ,,,1 , 
, .. 111,1111~ 11, , ;it 111 l1111,-. ;rn,1 ,, f1~1111ir,1mh .suull, r 1h,u1-. l,1 .• 1, \ 1,1,, .. 1., 

1•l1•f 1, ,! whi111 h11to. ..... u flt 1< 1.c ,,~••·r- f, lf n rw~- 1,u1l1• 1 ti II•• ~urh hl1,1 ~ ".,,.ut.1t,1,, 
fhi u 11 11f1" 111..,d ... , J•'lp1•~1t .. dl -1. 11,! 1hr uu-Jc· 1< A-1JIP'J1 •u 1 \, ,._,., t111•• 

n, ,, "",J"'I '" lu,· 111,d• ti l,j ,,,,..,,1,1,. ill.\! th•· 111 .. lr - .. ,.,mr,. l,11 la1,I.• r,,, lh• 

ll ll '•'I 1 1,11"1. Ir 11,,• ~1 .. w,m 1""'' .J,,.i ,,.. 1ft, 1,1, I. ,nth ,.•L,1 1µ,.J~ 11 ,, 
1t ,~. lth,1\·1 i! 011 ·• .ww I,• t !.I,"' l "J111 J, !rn .. • JUI n· 1J ,, ~pa,..._ 11 Jud t_JI, 1" 11...,\ 

l1.i\11 lt,• .. 11 IH'"h ,llw ... 1,U1 11,lw lll._t,, L,l, Jn•~, I(' Lue,· h, hi w1,, .. "'"'"'''' 

bJ11d; tl1rn 11., uv<l ·" 11..,,l,,,t ,,. 1.U)!l .,ac.l :ulc.l111Puul 1►1,,d,:s .1u1• ,dln,.,t1,·,I 
11, ,1 (IJI.,. ,, 11, .,1, ,, ... ~ t, .. 1111h11 .... 1 ~- IJJ,:• 11 ,J,..-. ,.,, ,t .. n· l,1,,J,, .. ,,11 
1,• l1r-J Jll,lf.•, 

ThL' i>r.11. 1h11, r, ,i.:11' 111 11\t l11,J, ,,r ul, " ' , ,rn IIIL' ,, ... J, ,.._ I 11, IOIII' I\ l' 

, <1ht,u1v. u1u ,,1 HIVl "ifc11,ll 1.t11I,..., .tttcl ,~ 'tLBJul..!t 1lu- utlu, lu~;I , tf Mth·k 1"' 

,,,11 I ,,{;, l,1ri:1· [)t.,ol• .,11,1 I> II• •I ,lt;i.r•l lto-l\l.•~·11 r., .. J •• , Th i,, 111' Pl 1• ... ·h h~ t,i••·n 

1 tu • .._.. 1. -,1uc11 11 h"1111, ,11,· fr:111,1111, i ,o.µ< v..1..,1,,I 11 furn,· 1111J1• u, .. n· r,•qlnt•· 

'I 1,1, 1 I., ,,t .... 111d1 th , 1 .... JI-LI 1.,. 11".idy l'IIIJJI\· ..... I'"' ,,., .. 1 1111li11>!tolll I" 

" ·: ,j \\ twr ·' , ... '1,, 1rt111q1,1 nl ~p .. tn• ll't'li Ul) t tw IJ..,t Lho ~ RJ ,l,,flul.,.\fUl d 

11•1~• tuJ1l , .. « 11 ,~,,,., ~,.,r, th,,h 111,v l1)1k·k "" io 111,• \\"l"' • .J.." :L, 1,,0 tit•u •1f 
-.p.:).I ,· ll...,'\I , .... ~· -:-: ·,n dfl jffl ,•,>1,thlr ,:1.hh· f-.,t J. 1A.ltJ',f 'A."J• ~, t ll•ll· 

,11 , , 111,t .,, .. 111 11, I" ,11.iJJ• wul •Iii, ul 1\ •' t•• huJ ,, t, ....... (Of t L•· ,\ J-.L•..,l ,~,,\;,, 

••ti •in I"-~' IJI• •- l 11, , tL,· .atl,,·r lwu,!. 1-1 ,1t,aH ;_n111• 1111.1~ Ht I lll,~ d' lutl•• a, .. 

1,11, t,, 1•·,." 111 ,, 11•'.J/, 11<11 lil,,11. I lu• 1,,11tlJ n-,,u I u, .1 ~<1"'' .i,J.u,;ll•Hl ul 



,i:lt. "' ',%. wi t!, 9;,'-, ,,f 1.1,., •l••I< ,. "" ,1 .. t.,l , ,\'h µui111a; {14 \\(l~l \' r,11~ 1'.ih11, 

,., ""' 1111;11 1,,spe<'1alh· IJJ 1· 1<••\\ ,.,f c ltr• 1°!11'1 I.ha, 11 1K n111 wq,1111'(1 th;il n1os1 nf 
dl{' unde~ 111 lh, ~1·., 1.-·111 111,1,1· \,,. q11i1,, ,mull ). m,d l,Pnc,• lh1· 1111·,11 11Hio11 fui 
1•J<·k1111s si,v;,r;,J small 11rnlf:~ rn111, ,, 1,Jni:k 

5.::L3 l ntt~!'11<LI Node Organization 

Eud1 u,)d1· l''.lUSL~ts r1J' I hrc,• p:1r1~; \ h,•arlr1 ,, ,orl,lld 1, , 1 ol 111111P ,1t111IJ1ll•'·i; 
(k,·v/nd,w p111r~: .iu,j ,,1111,Jr~ 1111 «1 1nllu1,, k.,,ys IL,: .1<1nl,11r1:-..1 r,, <,<,r11>(110 

1i.1111111lze dw u•1111ll('r .,r l,J ,,,1.k l'P~J"•'hi~ r••q111r1·•d wh,·11 pP-rfom11, ,j!, .\ ,,•q1Jen1wl 
f ol"f't-!,; , whilr, I I,~ i11t1P.-.; i:. ,.,,.,,i M rn i111m11.- 1 h<' 111t.1Ui:wi nf I 1k11"1. , ,~iues, ~ 
11·qu:reu ll'he11 ~('1,;C'i,S Llt)! lll 1 n l11:I L."- l'~Jm:s ' ' " l!wu kr~~ 

I he 111::ad..:r ,..:...i 111a.in~ i>ud1 111rut,i1~\.iou ~ dw l•.,~Jc.rJ idc-.·nulic.--,· vf 1h<" nvdc-
1111,tl nod,· sLw, n nHUU r,f ,111nhutes. 11 pninr,;-r ~ht nndt n1tulhll.:S ;,;; w,:,11 
:\.~ , , f,,1101!'1 tC, d ,1• 1i1dex sl n11•111,c·. T he hc·adN 11111,,.,~,:i- ~ l!)(c,,I ow1h,,,;11J n; 
,h·gh1ly It'-~ 11,ati J1Jil lll'l l.,. 

iii~ 11•.,d•.- 11 t1 1d ►11 1 1•:-- H.n• ... ,.)r11d a.s ;:,,.;.:.0[(•1 11 :S('Cf\P,.HCt• 1hr•n' J~ un IH,ll~ 1;q 

Ilic 1,11111lw1 ,,1 ,1111·11,utt-s ;1 1,,',d(• 111,,y lrnw 11 11.J bt,11111.,• :H1 r1l11J1, • kN ,111il 
11, 1·1>.lu<' 11rnv l,,i ,.,I ;ir1111·r:H1 lc•111"-ll1 ' wl ,c•n• :i1irrl>111e~ l.u gl'r di.in 1.1 lilcl!'k 
arr. , turl'd in,, !isl ,,f hlud'5 

fh<· index. L> u mod',tied i, in.1.ry Lrl.'l' Thr 1uoJ1liruu on IJ;i.:, 1·0 du w1rJ1 
f 11, . r11a.1111nr 1, ,vhil'f1 ,1.1, ,1 t1rih1H,• kf·y i!l s l,,r,·i'I 111 1111.r-rwtl 11rirk.s ltt a ,•t,n

\ 1•11 11,,•iw l l1111 ,11) :-;, •;•1r<.h 1rr•; 1hp••urt1• ' k(':.\ ,~,.;.l, 1t •11 I ~ 1,h111 ~'" 111t P·111 ,d 11 fl •ii · 
':i11w•• I lw lwl' l'ILH h,., \':1rnibl•· i11 s izt• llu:- 1111v1 11~ 11,,,t I ltt' il1l••n1,1 11Pd1.o, CJ,r1 

,11~<• lie uf ,·11;1.il1l,l ; 11.r. I l,1:, t·u111plic;il1•~ 11ud•• 111a11a,:~111e1H Ju ,.,rd,., 1u 
11void lht•,w t·•Jn1 11lk:i rio11:, , 11,t• TT.i\-T.o\f'LE sv'il•1111 [h,. fl'tlll'1i 0 11 1d~11 lrw1i1 
f' ,i:riri.1 llr-~ 1:'\t:1 , v. h1d1 no aki,~ i1 possilile tu 11s1• 1111eriltl 11u•lt•> ,,1 ~ 1,i.wJ 
... r.tr:. 

In II l'aE rirnt 1n'e u 11I~· 1l1r. indl'X ;i1 wl1ith the l)in,1r1· s1rin~ rc11r1~em a Ll\,r1;i 

vt , ,,.. k~y~ ,LI ,~fl o11td n1,:h, , 11h•T•?I' ,J\ffer i, .:H(ff!•<l ,n ,1 1, illl('TIIH n,Hli/ \\'Ith 

i:iitch I~ · )w kip,i•~a) 111;(11 ,<l .. •n11tir 1, ond,· ~1.w Jllf"1ht1H' rnhm ill'1+l fia14.:1 
' \\'i I Llu 11.1:1..',1J11 B\J( I• 1 lw ouud w,· 1 ir rt.11.ri b tJLl'S arni t hcu ::;liJ.• i~ wust ,·11111, •il !n I I,,, 

h,rgP!-1 1i~1mbPr -.·h ,rl, c-.:1n h,~ .srnrr-.rl .. ._, ., :ty~u'1Tl wm d {rnrc,.r71I~ 2-1' ~ --th1jh,1nJ H.lrh1 :•1~, 
I• ,., w1lih• h rl1•\t r1◄ I++ r l1tT,,1 ..-; w ,1! h(• '("IM'".lwJ l, t•fc,n ,lir ~!Uhf1I l·dr,d( n,ldrr:::..l ·,r,.,n ••· 
l:.'\.lar,, ~;'1,l~· ,1. ,u,q• 11 ,, .. , 1:., l11.1UlJtl('1I I\ :I,,· .:..i.,.,1.: ,,r ,, ~.'f'!ol l•JII w1,1ttJ 

.,.i\nuall;v F'nl r~• ;;\ n,-•1•:, lllr t~!l,t•/ r,1,11,~,1.d1 1r1,l"ThH ,,ud,., w1tl1: n I+ ,i( (d n• ;t) +11Jd t: j1,11 ,lm
lart. ,~ 1~c11 rtd C:>1• ti,._. t\k~ \1( ~HnJ1lih H1J.+, )lu1 ,:rn:1r,;u-1:;nu ~lfln1 t, ;Jt- TE,r{f~( 'LE t-:.._v~••1m 
,h ,••s 1•11, 11EC "u~ npprnad1 l'lu~ 1len31nn \\'as moi,val..P(.! h) r hr- fnn thJl Olf~r~in,; ,illtH. 

1111'4°'.'? w: 1 I+ ll I~ t?H(lr I nHlt-!: \\ r,,,hl I'"'·•· ,e, I ur(-, I 1 I if' '.'I r,-r, I', " • leue11.,! ..-,1 til l I 1 1(,1 1\0• t(•,$ J).:1 

~; lt11 k (•"i\fll 1111 •• ;•,, lh•1l •• l t~1·t 1rnr·~ "'tt4:u161 a,n l:y "l1tr1,!•'r 11 >\' tlli 1hr p ,:-;•l tl !li.,1,( l t • \ ►fr hl1,1 k 
+ ,trl11 r.u:i.-..oS wc•uh.l 1,tr :11 ~\ l+f1, ;,;f'!t'Y,U1J! ~ uuwh<tL r.•I Iv ·-:s !',j J 11:1rtlcu!ar rw, 11 

JU 



1 lw ·, ,,1111 ~uw111 1 li,,1 I lu• 111d11 •~ h.\,-t" ,., 1 nu t•j\.-..:.' ,, llb e,li h -.111,-.<-.ph'tlf l,r,...J1• t, 
il1 ,u II t 111 I pu• 

ll,1· I ~ '\:l \l ·r - lll't' II',(~ :I $Hn1lru n1,111,,n. I, 11111 lr\!,l•'AII ,,I ",11•rl\l 111µ 
1111 111, 1,111.111 11•pn,1•111:i111111 ,! 1lw i..n ll u~"• •hr r1 r.•'\'11u11rwl 1rhi\11\t"lr'I 

1111,n 1 1••1,1"••111.11,,.,. o~ du ~t'\ Ellfh m•..,-1,:,r nr,dr of 1hr- 11,:.,r 11,,res 11,, 
ju •• 1111:I'~ 11,1 ,, I ho k,·, ~L \\ 111, I, I h,• l,•r1 .,n,I I ,!>I,! l,1 "''' i,, ... , , ,1lor, .. , I .. r It,, 

111,dt• .t.m~, , .... \ll"II A'- 1h, 11,t.1111, .,., ,,1 rluu lh,J,., \\1 t.11·h lu'--.. 11,, 1, ......... \.t.ltt,~ 

11,,· "', ... ,,,, 1 ,,1""4,, 11,-,, , .... 1111 , H,,.._1,,;101 th•• I tlw \~\f,,...,.. ,,flit~ ... •• 111tlwt, ha,•' 
1,111111 1• . .v:•· u1 ' •'ffllt 11 ••1uof 1,1 t.lt• ►'l'"i11 1u, 1111l,) <11 U;A\ u,,t tlf-al(.tt'.J~I a! 
""' ol1-•1•·111I, 11,, ,.,., I ti, "''" pat i.:.raph• ,t,-.rnl» th•· h•,1!. 11 1, 111:>e!ri ,m.J 
d1•l••IJ111L t•J •t·rnl IOIL' , 11 I l1• 111n,lth•~I tr-. 

J .. , A l>r 11, .. 1,,., Ill,,,. l11nnrl ,, h,. lh< l ·n~• h ,,r rt.i, ko•\ ,llltl I 11 th, 
•l,,1.1n,1r1 ,11 ,11•11111 u!u1 ,mh•,;.' ,,r i..,..._ I. l.,i,h1111,•11, ,c1111• I• , ,111r,,n~1I,, 
111dr, , ;,1 111111 I, '" 1-t ,,.,,1,.,.. ,, Ml lo ,hll,•1 .<• ,..,If ,,.., r!,r , h,u '" I,,, , ,,I I J,,. 
li•f1 '""'. I, ,If 11,11, l''"" '••h 

\ 111;1~.up 1• 11,-w lu11111icl f"l\· ,•,-ttflUIIJIIL! tht• rn.f .. , ,top-<I H• •lw r, ,ut u,,d,• 
(I 11 11, ~• ••oJl•'T ·11,tn 1h,- l .. 11i.1h .. f th•• l.,-1 u, t, fi•urJ 11 > I 1h~11 1hr J,.t, 
1'rn11.-l1 ,I I h•• I It"' ,.., 1,,k,•11 I 1· ),,'1" L~ I hr ch11t,>' 1 ,,, tof I l,1• i.~, •· al t lw mil••~ 
, , Jll'rlh...,I 1•, 111J1p11Jto.l ~.'IJn•• 1h• dtM,)1.1•7, ,1,,rrrl m th• nu,.mir n•»lo• 
II I h,• r 11111 ,ltl er m , hP l.r, 1• ,., 111:il ur lrs.-; 1 hnn I l,r , h,ll ,,rl rr ,1r,r!'\I in t hl' 
11 .. ,1,. I A 'i - I I. I lw11 '1-.r ld1 l,r ,11ld1 ,,r I hr I n,r L• I lkf'JI r,t l,l"f" '" I hf' ri~h• 
l11J\ud1 1;"1 rl1l,-,,f"11 I hLq µrut~"' l" tt'~JHilN ,tn .-...:.a 11 .;u~ .... ,.,,u,·111 Jutt..1,· llhl1f •• 

it•ui Jt•~•lc h 1·111,,u t,H1r1.! ~lwirflwinU kt''"' 1u••1·uu1.,.U1<1I If tla1•\ u,ut,11 
1J w1, 1tw lv11kup ,,..,_.· M'"'-""'lal 

1°,n O!.\,UJ1t1ll' ,,,•11J'r hu1i: th<' lll;-t••lt1•it-tf'l lll Fu; ; ; r .. r ,h~ k .... Al ph.iro.l 

w .. utlf r,r,,,·c ..... r a_<. r. ,U,,w:,< ,, lh1• r,,ot 1,, .. 11- '"' "''' 1, lh•• lh111I th,H,Vl"I 
r,f Al phard I [:?]~'p' ! t'- , .. 11,pr.1!'\i ''".-1!1l;,I tlw • 11,\J,11 l••r 'd' ,1,.,,~l 111 rht 

r. .. , \1• Srnr,. 'p • , ' 1' 1 h, n~hl t·-r.,m b 1, , .,~~u \ ''" • p ' ,, • "'"'"" r•d 
,1t,.'i\lU::t-1 'g' i.;f np-,J it\ ')u1h ! ,n,rf it"5r\Jl1 d,r111,!t1, l itJ\JII f1 l .. ,.,kr•n fhr1rJ)h1•1 
' p' I'-' r,,mt,ar"'[ ,t'!,.\111<;1 'J,' .. t ,,.,,Ir I ,uicl «• d,~ ldl 1°1,111, 11 l'- ,,, I.I'll Tiu, 
p, i111, 1., i\ l,•;u 11•1t!r .rn,l"' ll11· full~ Al phard ,, r••mr,:u"-1 Ir> 1h, lt•nf 
wl,11!, 1e;;11l1 ... in II m,uoJ1 :,,..,IP rl1R1 ,, fn il ,.., 11 1p,U1~•111 L,L, , .. I,,. p••rl,,11111•1I. 

,,t hrrw,;r h .. -..1d1 I, ,, k1'l' • ••l(U. ;L-. llplla rd ,,1 Alpha 11,1111d 11•11J111 (alst• 
n,t1 1J..b, ... 

I ho· prr,1·.-,1111•• 1,, tr,!-,t'l 1 ;\ :I•'\\ k,·, r lloc,l.r .. tlr• ,,r 111,· 1t,11k1q1 ,,11•·1 ,ICl"II 
[101 ui•w }(1•, , ~ 11!'t•.-I U) rlw ,-uu1µw,-.11n j1~1t111 " 1 1lw u1t••no1 11t1d11l\ .u,. t•\ 

1,l ,nu.-tl ,J, .. ,,. ( hu r ,i IP.,I I ,, ,.,,..,,. ,111,,,. ,1 ll lul l 1 ,,u1p:U'N•l1 ,, 111•rt•tr11tl"I 
"i;oin~t·lwl••:il ll11w 1wv, ,11dwl,,.,r,, 1l,,• ~.11 u1•.L' tl, .. ,1,,,_ ~1•1 •,/ h i •ltll• 
1!1• • '""'' i.,•1 t 1, 111-,.•111~l 1111n11, l1,1td,1 l,1•1111•• d11 lta.f /, 1•1!,~ 11 11•1, l,01111111~ ,1 



....,, 

I 
I Ald<bar"11 I Algol 

Ftl!.lll'e 5.7· Extihlfll•· 11Hlrx Tn·•· 

linkt•d Ii~•. 
Uth1:rw1S<• tht• index d at which the first. diffcrc11ce between the new key 

k and I 111• leaf' I o<·ru~ is used in a >;N'Ul1d <lL•,mmt of tJ1e 1l'e1!. How<?vcr, rhi, 
dt'lin,nt onlv µrogrcssea a~ for as the dtcpcst mtcrior nod<! p which co111.ains 
1111 111J1•x i 1'<111al or , 111alJ.:1 than l hl' <'u01p1n~•J imkx , , ~ d). J11111wdiat cl~ 
IJdow this nod~ p (wit! , lmmcb b) a ocw uo<lc n 1s insencd Tbl' our brauch 
o f' th1· 11ew fl Is 51?1 t •J point to 1.he 11ew key A, wl,ilr th,· oLh,•r is a µoiuf.N tu 
I.lie bnwcl, /1 wl11ch t.!H! nc,v nude ,, Jispln.crd 011 its prm:111 p T hr i11d,x , ,,ncl 
c:harnr ln r stor(•d tu 1h1s 111•w iut,·nor nil,k nrl' rnkc11 from th,· ,•ompacisou 
111 th\• nC1w kcv k a~;iin~t rlw 1,·~1 I on th t hrsr. ,!esce,rt. ,)t' H,P tree (c; = 
711/rl(l[JJ kirllll ,-\ [t<;Oi1doeod" t,xpla11nti,)11 of th,• inson proc.cd11rt is p;ivl'fl 
below· 

PI\OCEOURE 1'0 I l'ISER1' ;<EY K 

attempt to lookui: key ~ cetur11111g closes,; leaf l 
compare~ aga111st l 
lf k = l the ll 

1 nsert k before l 
else 

hud 111dex d 1.bere 1'. ,111d 1 differ 
let b be root nod!! o f tree 
.,)p le 1tt<J0x 1 of 11 ode b smaller ,,r !!qual tha11 d 

desce11d as 111 lookup operar, 1011 
let p be parent of b 
let II be a ne~ 11odee 



1111=·1· 1 - \ 

~ 

I I 
I l 

l .::1:•i,· I - \ 

A.ldth111:u, \lpll ,rJ r:. I 
i nsert o bolov p 1n p1ace 0 1 o 
ct k fd] 1 [dj d,en 

c • l [d) 

t<a! r,gll! pornL111 uf n t11 , 

sel l~fL pointer cf n ~u b 
t!\5 .. 

c • k(d] 
set right pointer of n \ob 
SN, loll po i nter- Ol n l O I( 

~•~ 1odax o! node n to d 
,ot charact~r ol nodo n t c c 

I 

\ 

I v iil•1~1r.11> 1111' •ll~•·it 1111>1b11d Iii•• k,•r Ant;;,res ,~ •n~• •111·,I 1nlll 11', Ir.-· 

•II I II( j ; l ,1111(. I h, 1<.1,,kup UIJ•'I ULJUII unt• d•'Sr:,•11Js I•• I ' " 1,~,r AJ la 1 r 
,Aolllrl'l 11,1-•i·, 't' 'cl' 't' -'g ' ' t.' ' p · 1 1• lvlt1~•a11.;. .. n ,,.,.1111~ 
,11 _, 1r11,111u1rh .H 111 l• 1 l wir Ii · \ '< ' n • Th,s prnrn p 1.;; u11utlw1 ,1,..,,-. , 1,1 , ,( 

th, If•• 'i111P th, 1111 [1 , ,l11 r,·,I ,11 i ll<' 1, ... ;1 ll<)do• 1, 2 (wl1id1 is o(t<·:11, 1 11,;,u 

JI ~ ~,, 111 v. thul, 1~ 1u, , ·1 ,,,d :1h 11\1 ' 11 I<• 1·•·ph1c,, J1 1l~ llw r-,u\ u f tl11 t•• , . 
.,,.,,., An L ;1r,, ~ 1, ~" ,,, , , 1 l,1111 Al ta 1 r r 111' riµ,b1 !,,rn Jll'l1 •.11 1 tw n• ·" ,.,_.,1, is..,, , 

'" 1'•1tl1[ '" 11,,. ht•\\ 11, 111,• \\lt1 I, · I lw 11'11 111,it11s l 1J n,,. "'" ll)'II Th, , i:~111i •·1 
llu ... ,u ... ,·,I 1, l1•p11.t,,,I 1111 '1~ ·,:,; 

U,·I• '• 1u ,,, , J,,·\ 1, 1w rf1, t1111 1d hv 11s11,µ t lw l,>•1kup 111 wr:1tt,1 , .. , hud d,. 
1ni.1,hu,r t,\ TL11 1•11• ·1 lul 1111d 1 • 1IHJJ1• ·• h.,t.• li Jtl,11,••· l hL, J\1'\' ''" ,t,•1,•t.••I ta11d 



ll j =' I 

[2J="d' 

11 ~l= r I 
<. 

I 
' I 
' 

' 
I I ~1= P 

I 

.. -----✓-
An:hcmu 

t,h,• J>QintJ'.r on ltb ra.rr•ut ( 1,•h;<'J-1 µ<iltltH l,n c.hro (u,)w ,h•lt,•l tirl ) l lll~n<)J' 11/Jd~ ) 
is r;•p]!\r.c•tl witli a P •) IIHPJ C<• 1.1 1,, 1f•ll\~rni 11 11, lm111d1 ot' L:w 11Nle whi<.'h W!iS 

dt'!cwd 
Wl1il1• 111st•r1. 1,1p"rn~iu11s 1i11• 111ore t•xpc11sivt• 111 tht• modifi ed ~ree \11au 

~l ,eu· ruunt, .. rr111r (..~ 111 u tvuw11~101Hi.l hi1111r,r tn:e. tl sh(,uld be nv,ed r.lrnt 
this ~t<.!t' d•,1•s not rr.<111ire dcfrul{mf'HU\l10 11 of Ll1r· ~LOmg1• 'ifl;\<:J' nr.rn pied by 
rn1ernu.l nodes (smcr a ll 1rttcm,r norl,'f; hnvr: 1h1: ~,,mr: ,izc) nnd al~o has 
LEie ple!18llnl r tmrni:1 rns1ic of h,wing n rPd1mr.d pmhability nf r.onst,ru c-t,ing 
potbc,logicnlly sk<?w Lrr~ D w1lho 111 nc:t!ilmp; LO introd11cc C!X[)ensive ,·ebalanc
lng nprrntion~. f'or ,•~nmplr I nsr,rl ing t l,r ~orted se11u,•nce of k.evs Al dcbara11 , 
":,1101, lllphard, Alcau. Aotares, ArchHnar mr.o the mod.tffeJ cree resul ts 
1n ll~tnitt urr tlr.plctC1"i 10 rl!I,. ::;.91 wb1d1, .ilthoup:!. .skew. is not a u expt11siv,:, 
h11kcd lun n.s would lrnvr lirrn t.hr rn.~~ in a conrnnt1on11I hi nary uee. 

5. J C'11r~CJr I\ f a n ctgcr 

.:\ nr""r•r ,~ ~ Ji.uidlt whirl: hll•,w~ " \Y".,et to IU:<"~ u panitufar gTflpll com
l"•nrnl li•utltl, "" r1l,uv• lu•v, attr1h11u- ,·ailJP1 

10 
..\ w 11vt11l1+J11b! l.t:nau \tee of ,. ~,t111-, t,-,u11} hn\"e et v,'Un-.t ca.~ ,1,,..pth of n .. _.1111f thfl 

m11< hfled t.n,o- hM n w ...... ~-""' ,~··prh ,,, 1r111,(11. II • Ii W/lere a JS \he :utmbt,r or cl,araclt'r.l 
Qr I 11" ~11,tu.b,>1 from wh,c:h llw b,y siring 1lc comtrocted a.nd / .. ,b, oumhor n f r l1.U-J1£ICIS 

rt( th• lnnp,si klly 



l "r"-' ,, ... t•o~, ._,,~ ,, hH,•l l.1•1\ \\t-.•u I hr ~1,,ph 111 n1uu:, 1r I w l11r h 1u·, 1\'HIN-1 hlL..'-1• 

tr I,, , , 111,u1111111,.11 °,11',,,~111( ::111>,I .1111 l I 11 .... U~••1 ~ ' ,j' 1.11 .. ~,· 11rw - 11,1 hi ll \, 11 rtl l1 f .y 11,, 
111 •~'~"~ •·~'"' ,111•,I h1 1t, ,,, ,1111 l111wd q111•rl' it nd ,n1piin u lnt1f(ll,lJ.l'' •i,1.,,11,11>1,•• 

..,,,.,., 11!1 ,,. .• , .. .,..., 111 ti• ,• tla111 I,,~" l1a1•1· t •) 111: 11111d1• l1moi-1 l1 ihl" ,•n, ~,11 
,n .. n.w• ~ 11 '°"' pu,,,h ,, hi 11,~11h,c1· a1·(·p~ ,,, , Ju• dntal,asr• ,ti tlu:-1 111\ t·I' Th, 

11, ... , ,11,111•,~~••r I" ,,qwl•h o: 111 li"rl 1n~ r.t1r,r111 1PUl hf'C1•:-;:-:r.!l l u K•npl1 1,,1up, 1---

11,·n1, .,11, ,11 ·11111111 R('O'"'' '" Iii,,-,· wlwh lti\\'(o 1,,.cn lcwked 
\ I IU ,, ., 11'1 n . l1!,'-'t• l1 it·111 nlj'.",LI 11( I 1u 11 Uq,4ht"I h-\'t'I 1\ .irn1 0,t 11 111t' 11, I · ,11 1 

lau-.,. ll, 111u111ldlll Uh\ ,Lui 1• ul ll ,11 dul.ll a. rt•ft·rt•u• ,, l o a • ·1,trsu , w li ~u IH'\.'t'~~ 

111>,. 11 ~1.q1I, • "tupu1w11L " •~1•·1 11I t l,p, •1r,..,1 111~ 11th•trl.l> ,u,, i' '• J1111 1•,I ,1.,1, 
111l,11i1,.1·1..,, "• :111·11 1,.-1,,.ff 

( 't ,11,1,:• 1 .1 1••11,,...._, ru,,d, l,l tit• l"'nRU";ti· ,nt,:1pr ... tt>r J1,1 •l 11,\1·11rula1 
,11,,L,,1,, ◄• \ "' ,\ ~i',t"fl 11, ,,, ... r1t,~ 1,•1 U~I , ... ra ..... ~d (d lhP ,un ... ,1 Hl.10;\J?.PI 

11111• h ,-~1,11,1t,l11·• 11 1 ,, 11••111•·" , ,I ,, 11, .1,111i 0 
•• ,\\1t1l11l,f,. anJ nnl•wk-1, 1i ,r 11-

11 11•11 1111' t tJI !-,•· Ill ,11111:•·t 1' "'111•'••· 1111• l(J•lt>h ....... .lj.!,•·· lo ltuu:• ti~ ph1~1ral 
11,l ol •P~) ,Jr th,· .... ,1, w,111~ t ill' Alob,ll II••'•' 111.I•·~ I lu.- ' ' '"'" "' .. J,t,,.,.. ,~ 
,,.,.h,·,1111 ti•• ,111-..11 f,,r •l,ht 111'1-,,. C1,,•11 th,• l111.tt1c,:, ul lh• m,J., th , 
~•rq.l, tlUtlhll,!l'I l ,\11 h,· JU,-IIIIH fl'1I I • u....-, ,h, .,11,1)111!1 • 1ntl1,:x nt ,n ... w,dt' ti 

t111d 1110: k~,· ,111111,111, f'Ju ,ul h•·"' ,,I •h1• ,11111l11•1J 1• ,,J,.,, ,1,. .-r! ,It th• 

1" 11 :r-.t,i Th• 1•111 1oof>I 111ana~t--1 1•1u11pl4l•·"- ,ltr h .. _,,,tco.t Ir. rr1•11111m:_, u·:,·,,•n<• 

t11 1111, fli l :,lli I " il11 f~ttl,IIIIU;t 1·o11111,.,11, nl 

I· '*u11,lh th,, ru11W1t m~•111l,.'r1111,,.,. ,..,.,,.,,, h, p11•..rn• t1,1ph fl'HHJ11•t•rr,1 .. 

Ill ·,twh ij \\,II 111 •• , q,,,v ww111ltl~ ,1,11w1111,1n,tl ,.m.i1,1 .. , "'" h1ch • l,, ,r, 
t1t.l\l' ~ .. tr..a~111a l,I\ 'Jttlrvuu ffl• cu,-. ,,! b(1:r.,,.,n,1,,. ,14\11', ,n .. l'fl!IJluUl\"111"' ,tnd 11,r,,I 
vnri.tlM~ ·nt~ hi~ltt'T \,•,'\'I, ,II• ,111, ... 1 .. d r.,1111 1111>01 tlrt•11t.1 ... , ,,,,111,11 lti\111'1' 

l~k~ 10 1hr ex;eu\ llt,1\ 1, nut!<" 01 <1V lie m•J''P• I n• •"•• .... •••~·,! lo\ tl,, 11rorlp 

t"'rkinjl a.,,,.11!.lr· .. f tl,t• ,i:rar,li IDbJ\.\I!.~• l'\'t"ll II hi!.- •1 1:. ,,. , ..,,,..,,I I 111 , ' "'"' 
•u,L11,1srr <-11>u•r-,, !1,;11 ll•r rrsu,,aac 111lilrr.,., rl•,1r,~1•, mt• 1>•"1'••1til,.J , .. 11,. 
, 11,,,.,., which rrfN,:>nC<' tlw n,.,J •. wt1h0u1 dto,llll'lini.; th► "I"'"' " "" ,f 11, ,. 
IAt1~u.1ef l"."ttlH,klflfrlt 

Ln 11 g 11age lut Prp re ter 

n,, 111•r1r•11•:,r ,./ ·1,~ romhit1c:, I ,ni11•im; .111,I q,11•111111: 1111111,1, ,~I Ii> t ll r ••.\• 
,.,,,tl\r ~,r '.h,. la·:il,~ rr_• vTl!inl\tlll~ all th,, (II 11,· r l111 lll" Jll t'll l o 1, ,,r,·, 111 ,, 
111,·,,mm.11; rr,nr.!'01om, frc,m tiw n!'lw,,rk, r1•»d, 1h11 .J ,111cl 11, 11•1 ttrt• I • 1111,11 11, 

11 ,n., """' rmm 1emotP h•.>-'¢' ~ well a; pru!,!nu11, •••m·rl 111 1111 d1,1,1l,;,1-
11 .... 1r It ol ... , li•:1,,1111~- l!fl<IJII 11111nipul11~iu11 lf:'411•'.sl.) lit lh•· I 11\ ,•I '·""' ·' ,., 

·h,· ,11•1\b.-1..,. ~w;m, th<>ir ro••r•Jn,.. .ur<l µ;._,...,...., tltl'••· h~•·" 111 t l1o• 1•••111r~1111~ 

f11H /\ 



I 
lt1\U~ lthol l~e 2.0.30 • '1 f r1 

'15 k .. ou · s Lt I ,,et ktK•ll 8070 
j lrut.ng 1,,, !M,O 1 .. . 

LoooectC'..d to k ,,o? I • 
lscape chararlt~ •~ - 1• 
~·nr 1'e.pr~perl,1::4 
111e-=rool ( l 
pro1,erlu!.ot;e 
wr i 1e k un1>;cc.U.:,n "111y 11 .proper ti1. ,., · . l•e.prt'lp,•• tu .1 , 
HlJ ng• I , ?? 

Co1,necllo11 clo:!ed b ti I nr,..,~" '-c>"'l t 
lmol t :·i I J 

Fi)!. IIH' '., II} S,r,•t·u d11mp ,·.fn ll' ln1•1 dw111 lllllftN'l1111( IO 1111 r,, ,rr~('Lf. 
,s1 ~·wr 

\II iii,·,_., 1,1.sk~ <11' •·11r •,111 11111 "~im;lr J)ron·S!</ lltn•ud l slllf! a s1n)(l1· 
r, -1'11 11 .1111 111t1•1 pn• I .'r i1.tijH•,v I of 1111111 iplf' 1n1erpr"li' r prtl/'1\,s,·, /1 hn·11rla 1.,,,, 
111adt• tit~ de11•luµnw111 of llil' ~,-~l<'m 111,)r<> co111plcx. h111 ,·l1111111n1,,, I lw ,:1111,. 
p:,rnl ivr•I~· t>, pe11~iv1• oll'rl1t1.iil 1nr ur:rnd ,,n 1,rq11•~s 1nr ,.,·,·11 rl111•1ul i ,·,, ·,,l11Jfl 

rnt1:rc11111111un1,at101J t,11d :;111,·l,mum,t111,1. f11ri Jll't1111 ,,·.,, i1 ,, 1•>1$11•1 1,, 11•;,.kt• 
.l'J'it' r t10 ns 1\l,c,111 1111' rorrr.c1J 11 0'\.~ <if 1,n., 11o •,1li11 ,,,..,. Ii' '"ii 1,,11 Ii I 1>1 <1 ,1 11 ~~ pn,1-
c1•5s ~.1-slr 111 I 1,n.Jl ti IS f11 L 111\lll :pl, r-r, )11•,,,,,.,, v i' I 111'••~,I,, 

n,,, ,1 ,,1 aha,<,, i, <Ill •'XIH'l'l llll'lli,~I tiySl 1• 111 ,ind I htR, t-ltt' hr"ll 111111h•1,11>n1 a 

l1u1, . 10 1nt,,wJ,•il 11) 1·11u 1;11 s111:ill wmk<t.111011». ~ut.h ~J;illt,r111, 1••1111 h l L,r 

,111 1pr, ,r1'""'" 1SY~ll't11• 1d1 h •·1111 ,pbmt;l't-h lin,iv·,I I[) h,111dw1dtl1 111 , 111h 1·t1• 

dni111rir11t-, 1i .. 1.lh•11, , ks 11'1111 u, 11< t' 11r ,LI I IH• disk ;,11,I !h'l,11·,wk 11 I ,;111>s>•.;;1,1•1J1 
l1d1m• 1,hi: 1,1ucl!~ 11· l,e~, ,1ne~ fully u11li •1,ecL lwuc, · 1111' [nr1. chill I l ... ~,inl\l, d,1. 
t ,11,a...se r,roce.;~ c,111 J.\J I t,Ju; r.J ,·n.nl nv,1• ,,r ., n,1111, p, 11,·,·~,r r 1,0.,, ,, 11,)1. ,1,,,,m1·d 
111 Li,·,, s1gn1ti,·, u11 Ji&advi1.J1 '1L).'ll' , 

rh,· da,~hn.si llJlt' Tll~ls ll'il h 1111' ,,111 ~1d1, ,,,, ,, Id Vl ,l ,, ,·,•li r,111~ 1\tllllt·, [.l••ll-

1,.~,id pcuh1t 1JI. TC'P/ IF' •52. ;,LI r C'f?/ 11 1 I f1.u1, 11,i,..,fni , (;nr,11·111 P1,,,r,w,1I 
u1·, ·1 I tJt!•rn~, I 11, ;1 ucul ncrwu1 k.~J ts 111 rnn,uK,11 11,~• 11C1 111, • li1t1•n1o•t ,1x 11·,,II 
' '" ,m 1,nv,1U' 1wL111trks. hrm ,. l 1,r ,l ,1wl,rs.,c• , l,.111lrl 1,., ,.hi,• 111 ,·11 n ,1111 111 1,;.a1,, 

11·,lL !I larg,· nuu1l111 o! ~v,ai:111:1 \.;;" run11,•1 uf 1111 ·1 11 ,, l'" '-~il,11 tt, '"'' 

,1 , um·entioneJ LdnJ'I I li,·1tr , .. q11, ·r) 11111 ,uii1I,.,..,. rt,,. ,.•rw11 ,l111ttp .. r i\ 11 

.~·t:rnl !,<'SS\0 11 li, l(l\'!-U In f11\, -,. Ill l •l11· 'JIii'!"\ 1, llO l' Xl\.l ' tpl,, r111 IH ('l1 ,1p 11 

111•• dat .1h,1,:,• !oC-,,·,•r vp .. r:,11-,, l,\ h~1o·uL11 1!, 111 ,Ill arh, rrrs,•.J n,•rw,n-k fl\tll 
b,r,uc h 1n, •um10~1,w1111 'lllllit'Cllvl1. ,111 nt.•q, r,•u•1 i- 0,111 .:x l 1s 1111111Ll iSl'tl 1111· 

«1111••x• 111,1inti,ms, .. 1111, m;s1 uth,·r11. ,1 "'' ' v1 v,mr,lil,•, " :uns,,t iu~ ,,f ,,,,J'i,,\-tlr•,; 
1111 ,t i, ,. 1lw ,11 ,1;u1,r "' wd, ...-, curn<,r~ 111L11 Jlw d111al,a<.o ► , ";,111,•k (1<1 11111,n-
1,,1:1 Jhlt"l·r ~,,,re) awl ;ulmi11i ~1r11 1111 · iuloruu,11 1111 1111rlud1r1~ 1111• un,n,mr u( 

11·-Ullrt' '"' l'Hll'ollf111·.t l,1 I h1- t 111'111 I 



I !1111• 1lw 1Utl'.l)'J111•• , "'•'• ~: 111.s hr•?II :;•I 1111. th, :o'\Sl •m ,~ rcad1 to 1'.X<'· 

, u11· 110.11111 1111u, I 11-11111 11,,111, 1111\_1 : a' n·;;,I , ilht:r due-ct h from Lh" UfLWO I k 
, 11n111•1 : •""· , 11 fi,.11 11 111(• n .,.:npl ,uir!'<.l 1n tlulc1bai,e graµb Th<' form,•r allows 
ii,,. ,ht111 1,, upl .. ,1d bl l ll•I > u r q11rnes 11in,.ih while tbr- la•l~t .1lluws cb1 

,,..,,,,111 :,, JH'".C-ll t ,1 1•r.·pr.,grau,mC'd imcriim:- to :hC' chrm. 
nw hu1im11te int!rJ,l'M•'I ).' 1mi,lru11•111o·rl a.," 1 . .J,lr rhi,·,·11 1••1:,hdu\\n ••1· 

lullll\1'10 .. , ..... 0 :,1•p111:\ll' ,a.11 ·~ ,s 111A1llll\J11NI fut 1!,u.lt I lt,111. nllil \\hf'H' 

1·111 h I"' 111 ,~ , illo ll',11;·,J II 11111•• r<li , ,· r .. , 1•x•·n1h11». E:1.,,·uliu•b dCl ;!,('lt~duk•d 
"" • ""llld ., d ,1 1111 I,,,~.-. wlrd•• [I I I~ (11.111Lk,rk1ui: dt, Ills mtitm~ r,,r J• l 
,11 • -1.1.,p, 1111,·d 111 fit1"lll ,,I 11111:,io 1·1ic 111, wl11t'11 .ut· n•a<lv Lv run 

l,/11111••, 1111 ••1.-l1111t1•,I ll!llll)l; St:LS <lf c,irSl.)rs. •\ p,1lh ,•,pr<-ss•vn 1.,k<•~ .~ 
11111ut 1,111.I r,•t•i.rm n.,, c,uqn,1) n :i<' • L1f cUrs-Jrs The ,,q~mcnL, 111 p.11h "~'"f!rv:<
,.,,1L! 'HI' Ill.Ill hl'd 11va111,, IIH' ,1,,111INrnt-rJ (' 11 1'-Si>r~ fL~ olr"-< I ,111-..1 In t~hnp ~ 

\lrriu~,t,,,,, ..iud 1nt1Jtn1et 1t JJ1 ;,ui-· 1on\J11H,•(1 i 11 Jlw ,·w,\l'1111u111 :\.l nM111u I h, 
... ~1)Ub llw 11111un ,,ud l lHl' rN'I I IH II HI (' IJl ~ II N1 •lJ,,. \\111111 4 ... I 1\1• f1Atlt1U'- qr ... ,,, .. 
1111nh 11h •t¥d t.v tlw 111r~,1 u1 ,\n1,hPJ t11 !l il'<'I"' ' tl u• 1tau11,~ ... c· a.:1( t1Jh ,..,,., 

~J•l"'ttdu li t I!,,. , 1 .. ,,,., . ,,I ., l•llt l1 " •' •••,111••1-.~i , 111 •~ •''l1lu11t• I u,,rni~ ,, 
111,•• 1,, .. 1 ••·:- •11IJl11111 • 111 .,•1111-11,11 1-1•, v11l11,111, ,11 111 I \,\ I ALUU 111Nlir,111";j I lu 

1,i11,1 I Ill...,, ,.. , ,.,. I ••• n•••.l (•\ utu .. 111,11 ... 1 1111 , 11IJ1"X jlff•S.,.. •II I v f/~1s• !, ,.r vn l1 

111·11 , ,11,..,r,. u lhw•· ........... .,1 111 rlw lt'!IUII ,H ,11 lht· prt•1••,,us t•1·11lu11!1u11 

11111 IH>I ,II ,111 1•,1rlr.-r r,••-Ull li<'I If 11•1 111·1, 1 Ill ~ .. r, utn l,1• fu1111<l. tin• i..lu,un
',• .. 111.,11 .. n l{l01ln111r•~ r:,vrn an tupu• 51'[ .. r ,1111;.or~ [ .l p,'\lh ~:-:pr.-s.s1un E. 
•h•· i'"" ·•·d,11, '" ,.,•11pu1,, ii,, "-n1!1 ·• •t R ,f tlw, 1,,-.11 ,· [£] • 1\ 1<•'•'" l,, t l11 

P"" lJI j, H ' t'ldl It• J, }\\' 

~ II ll:l,1'111\i J / fV~I •~l• IEJ • 

•• 
1 

1,1\•1: 11dlj 1•,p1 •~ .. ,- 111JI I Jill 

1nn11 , 7-- l ,, . ,,,..'-' ,..l,..r-,,.nt 
.... ,i11,n IIIP t,:.impnr.-.r, .. ,,,,1, ·rt I 

lj - ' ,., .~, dt.f l~tf'\:,1.P R 
ti - it ur.,vn T 

,.,,rt., it r. ,1. :,ill! 

S1tllllll .-ll'Y • 

T\,1, rlt11pl•: lt11• ,I, -r 111,nt ..-f11·f1 d ••"l'r,·/, ,I ih• l•11pl Ill• r,t,1lw·1 ,J lh 
1 E~ I \l'LE ,1 ,,(1'111 I lw •n:,·111 w,.s h111I• ,,.,,,1 11 IH 11,,,I .. r .Jrvh•h ,,, .. , 



Lhan unt> vear and is a sm~le pt>rsvll el'fon 11 . In view uf u,~,· r,•~fJII I< ,, l1r,,11,•. 
11 numher uf Cilp.11)1.hue rcml,l not Us' mclur!,..-J r,r nnt~ u11rlh•H\!•1tl"•I 111, r, 111-
pletell' [n parucJlll.f. Llic wsiem lnck., r,r<'lpn ,\l,'lf) i t1\1\~>1t'll•it•~ ( wh1I,, 
MnC1Jrrrnl :u'=P!; .u,, f>11!b1l. tt. Lhr- •y<t,,:111 .,IIJ_y p1 r,1111I,.•~ l11\k1t111, f., , ililh•~, 
ru1ol cn11fhcl, It;,,'<' tr, hr rN,oh-~ l\t ttw 11 '('1 l<>, ·Plt 

,,,.~rll, f'I•~. rlt• ,) ,h!IIJ ol,,..,; 11rrtu11n 1,•ar-11111!1!1· "'••LI" 1.111d 11111, ul,:;. 
~urlil'1rnl Cunt ti•m.ll th l,J 11111>l••111v111, a:i a11111µl,• 11ppl.J,'.l\liu11 "·Jrn.:.h dc111un• 
~lralL~ l hc .:apabilit,~ vf 1hr 1:urnltint'tl f(lll'TY 1t11d "<t:rrpl111,11, l11111?;1rnge 11., wt-II 
as IJ1e unrh1rlving dalll modd TI115 e-umple 11pphcuttou b cxploml.'d Ill lhc 
uext chapter. 

• 1Tt1, 11nplt1m •'ltl;tL11u, 7 llltl\lU~ tu uhrntr 300011 liJH"'N ur f' ,:od,• 
, J ;\u 11lt'IIU'ntilf y P41rfor111:1111 v ,.~t ( S♦r Ap~1ld1., C') lndk1ttt1s t1HI rhr- "iYSLC.•1u rn 1•;ip;;hl,t 

,1) lfl~t1'\ IA~ ol>nut H)(J 11 ,1,lo :uu tlm•L'!'l µt..1r ~cou.d on wodest. PC' luudwart.* 



Cl1apter 6 

Wol> Se rver AJJplicatio11 

{ IH t1~n11,r\<f l , ,l ll 11 1111,p l,, 11,nn l, ,rnillO ,1r th .. n z:,.T \(':),:: rt.1111hi\<l'<'.'~IM11 

U. I lw \\ lfl r.i \.\ hf/' \\',• I,. 11' 11♦ ' 1°1·• I h,• l'C/\ 7',\ ( ·LE 9)'~11'HI \,,., lw,•11 us,·J "' 
,l11pl••111~1,t ~II [I l:TP ol \1.111.~••11,··1 1 \\'-'b SlllY•••~ 111o lse' d.1.lo i, o;uu1 111i f\L<tl 

111,· h,•p~rr,•iP rl•J<:tLfl ll'nl.~j 11,•111 l:1liJ,• I, , <l11•11· IJS(:\~ I'll.I l ht' Hq,crw.x• r,,m~l<·r 
1'1& ;,JcoJI I HTTl ' I 71 .,,. "11 h ~II w.s,,1:rc,•;, 11-11....:;•• l •aifarn1 fl,•~(IU J\·•• Lu 
,., .. .,,.~ I l; Ht.,. t'IIJ ~11m with 1hr lltcp pn•fi, a ,·,· rrln r,·r,i fr.,n, 11 .,.,,,. 

c.,1: ,· .. 1 

l ',1)l\ , 1 (:I J11u,tl w,•t. .,•1v1lf:'j rdl ,.w th4""tl' 1·l 1r-n 1$ l u 1,•tnrv~ Tf''M)lta f••,!; whH·h 
'"' ••• ,, •. ,i ... tiJ,,.,. 1,,,,11 •• 1, .. ,, .,r 11;,, . ,, ,.,,. ,,,, :,, 1,,,.,.,. , h., , .f , ,,,, ,,r-i ,M nlr:

-.v•h•,,• f\Dt,1I «ltur llus p1, ,1••~ d 11~C .UUI 111\ ·, 11\ 1• tl d t.1 111.1, 1:,0:(•. v.lt1t."h SL')f'uts 

r,,t h• , l'lllrL1'P\i/lfliC •HIH h,, ,l1th "'i • t11l 11 11u 1l v L\\Sl1•t.•l11 l 11d " 11 h , l.1 11.1L,1S('S l.SI H ti 
4ll lllll'A~I\ 1• 111u1u~1•111••111 ,mot q ,1, ·1 v1111:, op al1i i11./I',) 1 ,.111lol "" ust•fJJ I f,,, ,;w 1, 

an u11pl11.Dlh•ll 
Th1•[ •• C'\l'- t , AU':' .. ·hrr,, hl'JWnt':icl. <'nt111ts ,11 1· 111dr"d l\t·1 wrn l(:d fr,, 111 d11, 

\Hh1t'hl 11f ,l 1L-dnL,,1 .. h11"•'Vt•11 ili.tt'S, ' " lh t~ 11id ,t i!-- 1n,h rr,·1 11.nd , .. xlc·n~ 

, 1.,· 1""'~''"11' ,~ •1.>11, i.lll lh\1111 1•.J 1<1 iran,.fo11n tit, d~l .• 1 lr,;n1 Its ,nlf'rn,1J 
~11 •••~.r 1rp1f'!>~'ni,,11, ri hi 1h,• 11.11 1•:r [1,rm,11 ,,I Liu• \V,.,rtd \~ uk \,\'rh F~•,s••11• 
11,\Jh· rt.,101,1\- r,imnrnnL\· ,,n,· .. uuu:n ,i 1111 1hr W,·,rld \\' 1d,· \\',,J, 1ln' r<•g11LH 
d,,1,1l,1\M-S "h11'}1 ,t.rr ,\Cl r!-<.11,l•• •hr,>•1gh ,1 wr.h-k 1.•u•d h1 tN[111:1•. 111 s1wli rasi:s 
lb" \\, •.rhl W 1,!r l\'f'l , ,·11sl'lf;,. llf'll'•·•1k,'YI sr.m1-sl1 11,·r11r,:d d 111al1,1.51:/ ; 1u:pll 

,1•11•,-:, ,,.__ ,1 11,,11< "'"" I , 1U1• ,U,r.r rl ,1ah,1~•· 11 q1u-.1ll ,. a ~11~.hl~ st,,.,., u t ••<l rd .<· 
t t,,n.ll ::\ !'c•~n, , 

T hr T [.!', I . \C 'L~ 1l,11 ,,1-,L~· ,y-,.,rm ~I tl'rn !JI., L,1 ,1durv,· ;1 '·•>'!hwr IHL<!l,\r.i.• 

111111 11••1 \\T1'11 w"h ;rn.-1 n.1~! 11:\Lat\ts1• fl us pr,,v1d,-,,s 111, 1 ,rn lv an <1pp,,r 1.u. 
•mv t11 <':l'f•rn"" thr. rlatnloasr ~~;.1r111 ,,n ,1 n,,nr rirn,1 appl,rn r,1nu. 1> 11 1 ,, Is,, tlu 
, l1,11,r r 1o, l":<t"url •.hr 11111«hli1 ,,..,, ,,r "'"'' s.rn•r.s liv a,·ltlri\~smg :;, ,rn., ol t lw 



Opaque 11:d •r 

--z:.applng h11' • lw ' \ ... ,..,, 

I ' ' 
__) I ijb.1ti J 

~ f I It••, .., 

--

r IL:,11 1,· fa I ( )pui 1tlf1 1Jl,,pp1ng ~11 11 \W'( II l1l11 ~\>"I l'IIJ ,_unJ 11,,1 u I t<'Xt I t ' l'fl"'11Jtt;1 

I II .,, 

l i1111t,H\!tll:"1 11( \lhJf •• t lJ0\'(1llfli•fli1I \ \'"l• !IUi'°' iu ,,11 Jht••t c'~ILt;.!. llJiUUJ•' l rti ·:,,.t 

111 1111 .. 11 1, ,11,, .i i,• ,·1,1'la1 111•d 111 I It" J,111-.111111~. s, rl 1, ,11 

(i. l Conve uiional 'v\'e b Ser·vers 

\ l\' JHt~l\l w,·I, S('~,·•·r-..1t1l1•~ 11 lav1wt1,• .. ,1,,'Utll\ (H 11w111lw1 11 ., µ.1aphsuudu1,•f 
;1.-i ., (•,111v1·111l1J1,,1I Id,, tn 111, IJtlJl·r 11t ., Ju, 1 to(v l111•r,u1 ·1y1 1 '♦11~ ton11 ul 
,-, l i •H1~1· d1 ,11,,; 11n, )i11A 1cl11 ,! l,11·1l1t,_\' ((HI' flli':-i+ 'rHIIIJl. th1 1 ,1~,s,u:i:1~J\fll"' 11t•1,q•111 

lt1·p,•t1(i.x( r nw11·s. IP;t1 m)!. i< 1,, ri,,, 1u,<•111, 11a.11111arn ltrp,·11<•).t 1111~ 1111,,._11L, 
(.'u11,'1d1 •1 111, ,·;,;:nupli 1rl t,lll•~• ii1·µr• r ink,·,) •·lll1t1••s .11111,Jl,)', Juc•u11wnL 

., l1t·.s1 d1apr,·r :ind :,u 1ll11a11au11n I•<~• r,·j~ lo.I) wl,nh 1111uh1 1'1J11SL111111• ;>all 
,1 .1 l<-q~~ 11 1«•~1 "'1111••1 ,n,. hli 1 "''"~1,•111111,,v u\tcht ••1 ~n.,,,11 11 1 th,1 -111:hr-.1 
:,, ii :• 111ll1111 lfll! r l1r< .. Ill, 11 ,1. :.1 ,.,1,, 

/doc/rndei1 h~ml 
/doc/chaptorl html 
/rn1age/ 1,g11re1 Jpg 

J JJ, JJt, .. ,, •t,l)i,\' :-, l'tl 1 •tu J-1•• \ Id•~ h 'I tuL<11111.-1\11 •U .\li\•111 J In· :.l t Ill I UI i1 11111 ,·1 

1, ,1.,1111H.;l1:µ., f1o: 1•~,,r:,pl,•. 11 d,11•, 11,11 11'1•11,I 1h.u 1h.i, .. x,~:, ,, l11111•11i 11 k 

1;;111 .. •d 1/HXt. lr<•ll1 ""' i11d1•:, •J d,, 11•• · I l n.,~ u,a!v ~ 1.;,b .. , .. 11 "" 111:i:111.1111-

!pg 1df·111u,,.I 1111t•g11fy 1, 11),\u1ttu~ 1l,,,1 1'1.1 t 11&, ft 1 .,n• 1111 ,t,,ut,t.1111~ 1,1 1111,~, t, 



I• I 

- -, UI Pm,:,un Usuba'ii' 

I '<I 

r iu,111 " 1, .! I Jv1• rl1 "t1d m,·,.h·t-d 111 r,11nw~linJ1. iufonnawm from,\ r;,,11,.,,oti,,rml 
d ,,1 1,h,b ,. 1 l,1,~n14l1 cl,,. w,:t, llslJI~ lh• • l 'umtm,11 G~t1•0,·;iy Iutctfoc~ ICC.Ii 

h11k iJ ,lillkult S,•~•~11111111:h ,~, II )l'r.1\\';\1,1: l•lnl "' \ l wr,11 ,.0111 .\i,I 1<tl>1U1'I 
lq ,1, id11•i,., I Iii~ i-,111 • o f l111k 111Hli:LJ1,••1111·11I 

·\ 111<111111 1111111 Il l j,,,, 11r II li t~ h.;.,"'tJ i<t •JrnJ4t- ,y~ti:111 jj, I Uhl P j .. It hv111•rt.-.1 

d c,1·11111r11I h t•f•H~•·I .i~ 11 , 1111,lt• h;!> F.-.r f1111 p.-s,,s sud1 11, n•t Tl~"nl. u nl~ 10 

• 1, ·itr,·il 11~ "" ,u .. 11111· ... 111,it I' ,,v,•11 I h,1u~lt I h~ ~tor,...-:! h1· p,•rtf>i-1 il1,n11m' nl hn., 
" , 1111, t 11n•, .i11 d ~ompu1w11t~ ,,f snch n dilr.nruem (e11, ch;1p1 r•1~ hi n 1,•-, 1 m1.11 
I,, ,f mt,01,,, r 111di11<!tUJJI T J1tf. J11ck of n•ic,olm 1<>JL 11f fi l,,.hi.,...,I ,1 "'•' ~" " h 1rl1 

11, ,, 1<,., \I d1tll- ult ;,, q11<·r ,· ,h,. 1m.,,rnal scrncwn~ ,,I' h,·pu1 · ,•>:-> ,I, ,, ,111 11 •111., I,,,~ 
h,·,·11 1,l .. 1111ht'<I IIJ :!.!I 

\I U\' \ltMi thf• hJ pt·I 1. •\I I Ill I I .... L\• I ,t,.::., I t1J I \ ltl1 I l\tt I t )(ll~d >fl~,, d ! l"f' 111 ., 01 •:'·•••>,~!, 

,\,· ''"f'''"'' m,1ller-. \\ l, Ji,. , ,11~ r1,iv,h1 havo> 14i,11wd 111~ ~lut,iiilv 111111 1••1 •11 1l1 

q i u d11l,t l~1.,· • .iJ1Ji11,,11vl ell<Jrl ~ L"q11trµJ l•) \'X~rnlt ~bl• 11,l111•11wlio.;11 In.lilt 
t It, .f111 ,,I,,,,.. (-,,,. ft~ 6.'.', !\ >11 v11b b th~ •.•x1t,1,1to11 pr,,,,i,c, i11dlir i1•111 ttn· 
'vii 111~ a l\JllllllllUi(ttll• '"" ,,,wrlwau nf D,lSliim: a d111.t s ln' lllll I hrc11111,h S•''''! f lil 

1ir•",',r.,f',0 1 l,011 1 1 !11•1e "'"'' f.-.:i~. ~i;nifi ca.nt m~"1nlll, hl:l- 1 }ot- ,~ tl,r r h1, 1o11 ,ti 
11u11\•tlJJ1\'t· 11,1,-uu,11.L u! ~1111,,...Jdiu;. J '111~n• liin',IUUl;\C Jsul·h ll>- :iqL) 111 u ho~• 
l,111~11:m;•• I ,u,1, .i:, L •,r l'l:.R L •. whit~ ~111,d,~r :, 1 l~• mi~111.,tr h h t•l\1111•11 d ,r 
, t I un 11Jt•d n•l~t lu11al n,,.<J~f 11 !-k•<.J b, t 1.J., J ;11 111>,m• 1111J d1, "''ITH ;t rnr1 ut'.'• l 
111 """ k '.flll• ld lb•J I" I he " '.•rld w1Jt' well 

r JI •Jt'1 l•!r \ Li J,d ,,, .... I! pt.·rk,mt'1.1Jlr ~.-,t"ilL'-) ,lP Pmpr" hJ~'t• L \,•11 1noi.lc Vt rt1d 11 n 
lh" 11 1,, ,\'r , 1,u111111 Hira1t,m'-' ,,l'•·rh••;11J - lltf""l'• lnrl11d1• "f'llll1114•tl i.att'wm 1n

l••11'11.,·• •.utl, ,,, f1t-<1C'GI [-t 111 w~I, .,.. rn•r, 11·111.J 1111 1,1 111 1m1•rw~1,,.., ••1d1 

mod.per) "' mud _pt.p ,if A 1,11d1~ I:.>,) li11wi•, r r l h""'' ,,·l<t(-m;, d,., llo \ nl-
11•1111,1 1< , ,tt.lt.lr•·•~ 1.lw \,,,,1 / q111•J'I lo• IJ,'.IJ'J.lt(' 1.11111 r••i,,ti .. ual , u·,• h ,J.1l;i nw<l el 
11 t " IIHI \ •. 111•,. 



I 

L 

F11tnt1· t, 11 ,!11,·•1 '" ul , ... ,.1 ·11·1111,•:111., ,l, u,,·:lt, Jtl Ill l!I• I E\T \( I r ,t,,-
f~1\'1.t"'il 11 1h \\'11 I .J'f',''f •:4,1.1h,l11,,-.. t,11,111"-''' ,,,·t1 F11-· ~ ! 

G.2 
11,,. fE, I ,, ' 1· ,1,1•,11.,-,,,... , .• ,,, h~ ll·•• I'" 111,lr···- ,.:, .. ••/lo i, r,-:·ii•s i,l,'!J'i.lJl• I 
u, 1 I,, ., 1u ,, , • ._ 1 , 11 •• '1 ,;1 .,1,li 1,a ........ 1 1.,1 tt 1.1.111,·1 l .u._ b~ ll sl'·d 1' P• \1n, J1 

;i r;111u 1,,l .11111 ''·'-' 11111,1h. ,lit•·~ 1 1, p,, .... ,.,1, ,111011 ,,1 •ltth• 1•w r11 11,.1d h; pf11IP\I 

!11'1,\lltk:, ,,,h, p• h l"'"llt•"<I d u, 1111v.-"1., u 1 l t hJ..ll 1·ur" ul di.•• ·u11wuL~ ;:ip• n·1• 
•\>•·n1 1il H n:J•1··· •·hilt 1l, p••rl111l;,. ••r 1 ,lht•1 1t"'lt,u1 1.d,,Jl .!-1. ,t!t· !"0prr~,<·nh•+I ,l'

lh l1\.••,, ' n.t• ""'h r .11,, .. 1 ;•p1 1·...--·11,,ti.1u 1~\"111, l i,.. ,,,. I , ... 1 ,\f lriH1.! l: \ llfiA lt1Jm 

lllt; ,, •••• , llJt l ♦ •I , , LU••tl11·1 

lh• ,,,1i::, ,1 ,,J ,.,.,, JJ,l-..1q,11111;l11ro~m,,,. .,, 1h1· l~\' l \r·1 ~ , ·,, , ,,,, 
1•,,1~, .. 11 ,, • • ""• ti J,.. •u l1 1l 1l l lw 11•1 !1. lhW. uth., 111 .-.1 f>!'u\- ,~1nt1 '':,H~• .. , 11\t d .1 

•1!11,..ft rl.,1..,4• •!w1 1t "t\\,t• LII Li Jlh· "'' 1( fl., l11'1Y,l1UL I 1111~1-o ... lat-, , HH'itH 4. l,ft 

,,.,.Joivnnll• , .. , " 'J1, 1d \\ 1·h ~• ...i•p.ll. 1.· lu~, did •t11t'" 1 ... ,,..,1 ,.t~, . .., 
r,,ilh• ll'\111r lw•"".'1,:-,,' ,, ,. +li•l ,h. "'lt ... "'''' ' ,~ JIJ t\1.! l •IJI 0.,,111, ii'" p,,.,,,.,,111,, 

\ u t•lHhlli.H• ~ • ~ t..H -:f. ,11u,1hrt1 v , 1•11)1_,d ul p.1,,111 :~ i h .. , 1,,,,1 '9•1• .011 i,,.,,,.,.,..11 
,.,, r.1t 1,t rit ·◄-;--... _ ... 1,,- u1,pk u1,4111' 111; 1h,· 1,·, h -.1•, ,.,., 1u, 111.- 11~1 , l.11,11.,'"'' 111 , , ,..,"~ 

•• ,,,tr 1J1, \ t • 'i< .,," , .. ) l•ldJ.:.l .i lf• \\ j jl l 1•J 1 n: 111,· 1•,111d •11t1•d ., 1q\l\ lJ\, u,d 
' I''' l \'i: 11.:, l , 111 ~ 0 ,1 ~•.., ,ll \d liph •,o l1 d t, 111 1 ltt dr11 ,tl •ih\' ~• I \• •t I Ii,.., 11 h•t h ., 1 ,1 · • 

,11,, ,, 1 1'll• •f.u 111<1',.\·•,u ILJ1 ,Ld \IJ.~ ,1t1t l l l 11 """\'•I \\l ll•tll ; t ,Jll'-!11• 1,h•'''X 

tt..t·,• I 1,-• 11' ,,,,1 I 1t11)1\J1 1 ~~1rh I·,~ I l·'"'111\h•·I , .,,11,· 111.11111 .11,, .. •l;,,,1t•t 
Ill ,,,l,u\••' • .. 11.a....-111 1.:. 11 ... , ~, 'h ,• lr'\:1\t"LI ..,1,.·,1!!.1• • 1J h .. ,-..,,,., ,,'•1•h 

11 ,1:-- , ..... ,r, d1 '"" '4"" ' . I It I , ...... 11 ; I•' ,., \ ' ...... t I ;1ult -t [111 ''" .. t·II t I I 'h ' " .,. 
I h ,111 ·, 

];1 •Jr k1 tt.• ,·.~ ;,l :lt i, •11, .. •I." tl...,'=" .,, I,..,, n,·1 ,,,111t,1 n .1itt.. H :t , .. pr ,1,,,1 ~ 

• .,. .. , .,,, , ' t) t ,1,n•1dr ., t1n11r il\llf\ ... ~ •11 t lJ,· 1 l\ I" t , ., ,1. 1 f ,ll , t,·r f' h.•l ••· 1d 11 t 

1 .... \fli·htt I 1• 11·\ •II • lw,1 .,11 .;-,_,L,rn-t 1: IIJ 11' l • ,1111---•I Ill dr1• H1 ,: ' 
111 111••~1 \1111th . ,..., ... 1 .. ,, , .. , it 11 .. •:u,i ,,t •111u 

I. I 
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111111"1,-d L,-.- 1 ht- dctm Tltr '''I',..'' 1, ,~, .1lh •u•t ro ,, ,., i!,i, '"f"l '<'T 10 r<·ri:cH• 

,1 11.1w,.J 1·nl11\ I IJJ ""' H·r '""'I'"""' 1,i :,0•11d111!,\ ,1 ,t.1111,- lllt.-..-S~~•• and It..-

1.-111,-,.t.-.l , ,., '" 
ri111I, ,,,, , .. ,,., ... , ""'' ll~tt•u1,, Ul'-!!>.>:1(\1' 1\11:ilSI , .r a ~l ,tt u~ lir11• • .,.,Jll lltrlJl:11 

l1•wl,•r he ld· mil Wt ,1p1h111,'\J uw,-,,n~t> l,u,h 11 ,,,,.t~, 11.11d 1,.,,ly ,;,,, °"'llari\tPII 

l ,1 nr. rOJJ,{\ liur .\ hp1<,1l ,,,,_..,,11n f\\lwir dw ,li<'OT lP<J•l•'°"'' 1[,,. ,•111 111 
lm11\111 ,,, bup / IJlde cs uc.i d,;. .:a/test.If i1e ext lr1111, d i,• 1,...,1 j,,d• J 
1111,•lol 1, .. ,k ... , , ,,11, ,\I', 
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In , 111~ ,,, .. 11q ,l1• 1111' I lwnl ""'" ''" r, GET r<:q 11C'.SI \I b,, I, 'um,Lil.:. nr ,l rr
•111, 81 h11r \• 11•11, 11,·, 1 l,v (, , , ,ul<1 11 .,0·1mf lir,11i1•r 11,r.,rni.ui,11, ((, J, 11,,. 1,1,Vll. 
-1•1~uurm~ h11•• 1( ', ) 11 11tl 11 1n il l lirn lv Tlw ,.,n,'r " '~p110,i,; "1rl, ;< ~1$\Tll,, l11•1· 

, ,..,.,) •h-111,lilll\ ,11 11 1,•~, tOK , .i, li• 200), lt~:~.l••r l1•• lil~ (Sn I 1, ,lh, ... ,.,l h, 1 hf· 
, ,·pnm• 111L\ lin, • 1~, l a11d I lw r• •~ pnu,v hn1 h· 1.:,1 , Ii<! !"" ti" ,·,, 111 11111 of , ti~ lih· 
11!e o· 1 , 111~ •• 1'11 11• ,,r t1• x1 "-:o11, , 1h ,1 1 11 -~ lw ;.d••r rwJd-. 1c\.B,,1 ,,.,. 
Hf•I HH111 I 

\l;,uc,l ,0~11,' 11,n1 1hr p~11t ,·,1rni:,11oem ,,rLlu'.' FllL i/testlf1la . t:ct l rc
q111 :,1 hJ l,1 11,r 1:lw,,1 1~ "hlu i, 1, 1 l'f11 r,nrl.i l1111<~.•1e1. tht! HTTP Sp':"('ilicallOlli 
,II, ,,,1i1 11 •,1 IY ... ,w I lo111 1l11~ c.,111~,01,,;111 urn_v nm h.1v.• r.:. l,e "h!e ,,,~~m p.,1b . 
• ,11.t I Ii,• I E:'<1 \('LE .,v,1,-n, ,.i.-r, putlc, rlitnUl(h 1h,, dJ<tol,.1.>e ~r.1ph in.w:a.l 
11,L, 1.> 1rn11<1c,1e111 10 d:i,• 1.l\.111tll 11,Pt tl,~ .,ppr.1.raru:r of rhF. l"Jl i.. rlu•-sc 
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I •~•tr•• lJ I \\'.,), ,,,, ,·('; Sc-nr,1 d1,1r1b111c<l "'"' PM" uf 1!11• TE!'l!l .l.1_ LF 
ol nlnh1,-.• J.';i'ltf•~ N,111• 11w1 o111l~· :hr• <1.111c-huP r- ID'""· 1h, ,·,.nl• 111 of 1he 
nttl'JIJll ll' ·,~1111-. : '" 1 lw Tt.;\ J ,\( 'LE ,;rnpi,,', !mn ·,...-n ,·1rdL-d 

o '"" 1 li 11 pal J. .ul,n111 II J l,, 'J ... U!<.'f ...Cuti '" lt.l\l'l;t' tL.,· ,l,,11.;l...s<: zrapu 
1 v111,l111i 11s:, llw !1'. pt rl,•xl .J,• ... uuu 11:, 

111 .in .t11•·rn1.11 ·, , •·>.pl,,r, ,1,, 11'4" ,.f ., uart.-h.._.,.. f ,-1,u, 11m llw w,·1, 

.. , l'1·1 1111;,1 i,v•H I.A., 1~-.·11 •lht nl,u r,vj ,,,.PT ~ 1111:n\J"r ,I w•rl• -.11 ril ,ut" 
l',d1,1c;-; 111 1h11 d,11.\u,ut• 1tr•110 I"-' F11::ur, ti ~I Lui, 11! ,t,._ 110.J,· altriLuli 
1:11)1, .. 11111\ 1 ... ',. "'' I ,\.~ 11J, 1•4u1,,,lrnt )f ,\ h11w11 .. 11 II( ,bvll ,., npt ru .. 
'I" 1 .. qr,11 ,,I ii ,.-,., "rip1., \\!II hr- P'Xpl1un,•,t Ill l!T<'\IN ,t .. t.,,I ir. !hr !11l1 ,,wi11~ 

· • ~ 111Ht" 

u .2 . 1 lnrom i11~ Rcq11l·~ls 

Ii• •rrln I , r,...,r,11111 , It I 1 (' t••q111 ◄ I • 1111 · 1\,1t;,l._i..,. C4 n-rr 1, pr-.~r:~1r11w1d 
' • •""'\If w, ,, ii• • t(ll,11• ,t """l'' ( r e1trv,-r b~ot. j 1 , , ., , ..... ,dt lllf prn1H~ l'l d l 

., . It '" It 1u .,, .. ' I\' ,r,1-. t , .. i. .,, I ,.r .,,,. ddt11dl ••P• ,._,,,,u, ,1! 1ot11·rn t111µ. t 111 

1 ,1111-, ... 1111 .. 111 •11 111 "'' nl f1 11 1n tl1• ,, m,,t, ltt1o,1 t,,, It tt4 tu...-,., th, • .~• tt• 111•• 

,·.x,uupli~ 11 fHt"\'l◄ H,1. , J1 1,1, , ... , ltu "tl'l'-"'t ' "" t(•lf' l'I II 111 1 \t\lll~• r tt1 •,tt\1d 



1 • •1u1u.uul ,1111,t:H a ·,u ii ,,l~ l"'rr t1I 1 lw clatalm.~• l,(fd)Jh , ., fJHJ:i•• , lw 1\_11'•)U1 HK 

1,·,,11,·,t 
J 111• uul ,al ,.. npl ,s rc•~pu1L,1blr· lor i,arstll}; 1 l1t • u111u1aud liw· I ( '1 m 11 1• 

11111)1• •·<H U. pit I l !11 sa11,1 1t1,·111J1I, 1,, 1.-1 rn· v, the: l'r,,;,>tul nwlht•d ,,ud 
11p 1 Jl')r amJ 1110101 prci1 " "'''' t t~\'lSh,n uu1ul•r'f:S. Th,·~• .u·, · Slufl1d tll I he v.,n i,1. I Ii •, 
111ethod, lllaJOr ,md mrnor t••~pt'l"ll\i•I\ llw1•' 1a11al,l•'!- m• •h• •r► n:••,l ,., 
1h~t1,>1 r!1 t1,1 • r!1, •11t ll'' Jll"'' , .. tlw rom·c• lt.U1r.ll111is funtllvlt 

l 1111 1,,,1 ,•od lll u~:111< ,, sw 1 tch ur suutl.u ~, ukllll'III , .. p•·rlurtu d1,· Jis-
jJ>il l'l1. ,l pat l1 •'>.JH(•.,,,<,u is "-"'•I m µai ltcultu tlU' •'~µn-.;stuu 
I server request. maJor minor metilod. j ,,. 11sui lu r•·lrtr\l 1h1· .u 
111111111 :1111f,1iui11K 1111 1nrr•·• t lt.,11<1h11g lU<I• f(,r th•· ~"•·11 r• q-.,·,1 Th" 
1lhl:'\tr.1l1 !-o 11111, 111\ qo1 ·r\ 1·• •1tqhtJH' 01 ui' ,h,• h-1u~u.,g, niav lu CN-< I ,\.."'> ,,11 

1 u• ,·r•'" 11H\ c • ,11,1111, , 111 , 111 ,, , 'I" Ill!\ t;,ng11a,;1 
l·c•r 1•x,1m1,k , )(l\'(:n 11!< ffqUeSI !Inc> Gt~ / logs / rrr:·,1 1 0 lht' UlJll.t.l 

~crq,, will us, 1lu· ,, Jc,1·~ r,oth •·>.111"'!.>Sion 10 inw1!<c 1hr hanct\Jn1;;-:{·Ht•l st.l)f"J 
,tr ii,,. lo,·,11 11>11 f server .req.:est . ! 0 GET.] wlul,· tlw H'( l'J<'l>! h111· 

POST /1 ogR/ rJTTP / I O •1•1>111.t r, -,,.,i 1 111 , I,,• 1m·n, .111, 111 , 11 I,, " 11µ• '-"JII ,I ,11 

[ se1 Vtff , ·~qcest. 1 0 - POST J -\ 11 11,r,,,-,,,-1 m~ .1~p••.-r nl • 111~ ·1p;111,;,, Lt 
in · l1,1r , 11ppo11 j.,, 11r.1r r.•1•11al1<J11~ t• •1; .. 01 Hl' l l-'/l I PVT luu.Jlrni,; ;c11µlj 

•·•Jllh.l b1· 11.J,bl 11, , IL•' SI ~c, 111 ,11 r UJH l:JII' - I 111•1<· w1,ulJ h•• nlJ n••~.d Iv 

I ' ""~" ' t UI 1 llhll"Jld I Loe 11·1•1, ~•1 ,, r, 
I h•• invoJ,1 d li,mdlinis <<:n p l I b•·n proLcSStl' 1 i11· dlt'nt r, ·(1Ul!Sl rhi~ 

1ndud1•s 1n1,:rprd1n)\ 11 n1 a,:.ti1">n,ol '1l'ali!'r fi,·IJ, 1(,,1 .. Uld cJJ l1 n~ .i sent•' 
, ru1<1tlili< [. server llbrary 11od- url ] ) 1111r,l1er,,· du·.lat.1hJ.~cgrJpl, 

, ,. r,•f tuu 11111 r• •ci11<•~1rd J,yp1•r1 ,•:-:1 •'lllll , . St'ropl.~ 1 .. 1,c·rfor111 111 l11•r r.,~t~ r, m
""m , \} ~f•vr: r';J f',\t11u~ I c, I .,l.~ 1\.1'<' ,1b~11 ~f ,',rt•(I .~ ;1 I rt1d , 11 '1' valu<·~ nt 111" ) 1 br a.r ,' 

Ill" l• 

I 11,, r,.11l1!:' :11,·1 ·p11•J rr>m, 111, , d i1•111 n•~(•111llt•• lit.• s~•1;1,.•u1 p :i llL~ in 11,01 ~~-

1w•n1s ,m • rl\-1 111111,•d lw I ii<' / ~•• var,1l.or I l1m••v••r. mst,•;11.l ol l,,•in~ usl'J LO 
11:i•;,•n-;1• d tik ~•:~i. •111 tit•· ~•111 lis ,on• 11~• •d tu , f l\l'<:r ~,· I h• · d:o t. 11 ,11.s• ~rJl'h 1 

I h, · !taY1· r,.:1I ,,. ,,.·111•1 tu"d 111 I l<'!ll 1111,1, 1•1·,i11· 1·11111pu 111•11l ,;l I.ill x111,1•h1·LJ p 1! 1, 
11 .. ,, . .,p, lor II, 11:i ol111 ~/1.,~1111111.-l-1 101 ,, 11,,,1, ;ir11lh1111• l,~•1· l 1•· ,111,·.li:,•:! 

L:,,:,~1Jn ii,.., ,·,a,c,pk ~11·1•1, 11, t-'I~ t·i ·, , 1•·4u•·~•• ti i,.,, h wl I Ill' l.;1111 

/ stat us/ wu 1hl t .. , r rhUilunm•,1 hv 1gu1,riu)! llw 11·111li11g /. 111:ii •i I iui: H ,J, •u' I 
r·.!n· nollt rnr,d1 IJl ·,1·c•1.·o ,., ,,, I p,,rh <:11H•l'l'IW1t l ,u,J 1·r,:t1t1nd1u,-; t li•: J•>l' ll· 

l !l• url\",...l'!:J ~r..Llr , '-=- da~ t11tr1, I J u. Wlllnll..., I .u,LI f11\r it, f"af ,l.i11,t ,,tN,• p •~1• 1 11 1 

in.I,, 1t•l,11t, llt ,,•1 \ 1. l ~ '. 1~t4 



111'•111 1111,1 .,f It,,· .Jn1 ,hr= ~npl, Thr linnl rr•~11'1 ,1t 1b1, 1rnn~i,:r.11a111,o 1, 

1 II,· 1,,,1 I, , ,qur .. ,1 .. n I documant s 1 • lal~: 
rlw &11111,ule<, ,,f 1hr nm!, 11'111,•1, rl ~w 1l1L~ J"lh rxpr,'SSJut r,;n trun th• 

,1 111.,.,L-.:,111 1111P,I "''!• ,1, .. 1Htl"'"•,l l,)1•••l• n, 1 llf'. Tt., ,Ulf1lo111o "•lb I.<', 
bol'l y t•ml ;.ru, I ill' ••11L111 II ◄ ll 1111 it "'111,11 l,, "·' nu .. , r 11,, ,·nt '" I .. 1 ,I, It,, 

\J l,h~•, ,11111hut~• 111' ~11• 11111I ""' h••HII, I ,,, :,J~ ll.. ... ~, "' ,, ... ,rrrp "'I'"""' I lh t, 

,\nth• lll"'liu 111.1•· 111 ,UJ, ,1,1r- ,J,11,, ,w1 •JIIJl'r .J.Jl,, 
t It p ,.r111 ul,1r rn1rr.-,1 i:, 1h~ n11ri\1uu• ''llh 1.,,,. I lh· ,1rr,-u ,1trni. lh,.1 1111 .. 

,II I nl,1111• I ' IC· I' I, ,., ,, lh,dr .. i. ..-11 rolUIWI' ., 11~·. ,,r ,Ill r,•lat I, ... 111111t~· •'lnlr 

llll\lll,' •11,ru 11,~ ( 1111, 111 l,,,wn, '<I 1l,,n11m 111 11 111 .. ,,nws 1,rb:o1l,h• tv 11pf!,,1.

"1 .. ,1,, luu-:- "uho,ul l,, .. 111!' ... 1111 ~hh ·,, ,1,. ·1 111 wn1 h,.,J, . rur ~xruoL,Jlt>. llw 
1111,1 ,!111 uiu,-,u I n-r11:~t i111il I 111\n,i11nn,-.I Jhlth [ docWDeots ]l com,1111:c 
,1, ·I JII\• h 11l •-,th•·~L,1u,.1.n••~lstalus/' m11<l°Kl•· [ . d->c ia.cnts body J) 
11,,, lmk ,.,, .. t. ui,,J .. 1.-.t I,, 1u•~Pfrm11. ( docu11enta '/' n;1cu:1} 10 

r, l1·11 ·1t1 • .tJ1utlu-a u1 d· ,, 11...lu,;u\. J.i.,\it•~ l , 1 tu,,1-1,hh tlw ,l•H ti Uh 111 L1,d\ 

(i. :! . :.l llcsponln? G ,, 111: r..i t i1)11 

, .. '\l•l.un~J ,d ,u,, · llh· t~l'l•U" 11l dw \\t·L "' '' \1• r cH II '- .. ,.., , ♦r ~ ~In! tt~ ln1t 
', ,, .. ,,.,,'1 ho-Id, , -;,, 1 ,1-1,,I '""" ,S,\ fl11il, ~1,1 111~ l1111 11 1111 1 .. ,,,,1, I ,,,,1.1~ 

m ,l\· '" ,l.,t<'I ,\l, _.11ql,11t•"- ,,i ilw , u1p~j1•11uL1'1): l1qw1l,')l: I l\•11lr• 1,1,1k111p. 

'Hd:itt\"" p.i•h,. d.t c, 4 b"IUl 1111h" J tl,r 11vr ,,.i,..nr "'111 tr·A'l• (nrm •ni'1 1 p.1 t·,-. 111111 
... 1-,1,,,, , .. ,,1, .. t,, N.-, .. 1.,1,h,i~ ,u, • 11ri,111 ·1), .. ,..l111c pn.tl, ,ip ·,) (r,t N'll I 



Ah,1r,1. I 

~ T 1111, ,, 1hr llr~l ,n•111111 

,/ 

nr,11n • h I,: r1,1,·1; 1111•r11 nl i lil'~,· ,·11,,pl l"r, 'l •J1f'd :,, "u11Je IL 1J,,. 11:N f.\CLE 
,!,u hhdc;r 

11. pt1~s1 I;) (' I 'J 1111pl~11w111 li•111.u1·•-:- , 11f'f1 .,~ .-xpirnl 11 ,11 tl,11 l" ,11 rrd1rN 1 ~ •m 11 
p1•1·-,h1,:uinr1i1 b11s1~. 

T hi' 1,1111nH11 g, <( 11pl • flt.i i' fil"ll<raL<• f11 rrl,1•1 li fll,l• (,1td1 ,,~ I hp Ser •1er 
hr~ ,drr\ 111 ,uh,1 i11i1r d~f,1111 1, fr,1 " u1t1:ibo;'1 ,.,f (i,-!,b if 11,.-,· h,1 V11 11>11 IJ1<e11 

~pe,•1fl1•d ,1xplH·11.I•, 
' l 'h•• trnwri,;"1 1, 1°1 11 111· 11 , l'II i,, 1h11 r.,;: p1111~~ ll111J·: 1.;'01 111. ,r ...J 1h~r b•! 

r•'l,r1111·t•d dirPvlh hL•H• n nu•I,. ,llt1il,11 t" ,,i1u~ (s~allr "K / ,,r \in 1Le ou1p,11 
111' 11 i<n1p l ip;t•u(•:·:11<• 1 d;v11n11 11r:,l lv 1•11, /ut ,Huf.\/ ) 

Th,· 111>ovr• 1•i:1 ol :w,11 in11 111l ~ •,hm• n 111 111· r•n1 11 ,r.., 1•11r1,111,I 1 1 , ,,1 .. 11 1 hr• \ \'111ld 
\ 1'1,fo \ \'pl, ,01,11 111• nli,~•pt'd 1111.u I h1• Tr;r,;TAt ·1,1· d.11 ,\l,r,~1• 1 h.11 1111:i pr,1, P>I, 
1, I ro1u1<1,r11 e111. , ri: .. ~lllJ>\bl_, .:1 1.11g h1 re.,, w11r,J 1111d Ll1111 1 li,.. 111,q,µ111~ 11 1,,),,')- 11 

p0s.,1 Ll1 • 1.,. l l'l •rt-:-••11 1 I lie, link._ 1>1•1.Wt.'<•11 hyp111Ll'>:I ,li,1•1Jl)W1Jl., ,·,11ll•·11I.' 
f1 1I' 11••:-1 s,•r ll\ln rr1.i1·1dc~ 1wu l.','-J111 1pJ, .. , wl1i, h il l11,;11,11.- 110.- ,lJ,. ,nm• 

lmw, I qm•n• 1111,I <1 r1p\111g l.11H1,11,l!!,<' (1f I hi' l"l::NT,\ l'L t:: ,i;,1 ,,!111-;(• '~""teu1 (',Ill 
h • ,,,, .. d tv q1111n i lk ,·,.1m,;u1 ,,t ll1~ ,J,11,d,M~.- .,11,J 1h,1t , u,.h •1•1+'11,.., , .11, I .
li 1ii1 lt'11 fr,1111 , Jir 11,,01 111,1k111 1,; 11 p , ,,,ihJP Iv 14l'1J"r. 111, 1fo,·u111.:111 , ww~ 1u:,,. 

1111~1 irall) 

(j,:i Docun1c11t v' ic ... vs 

( 'ons1der tt .Ju1·1; 111""' <.:011si-.,1 11w <ol llirt'<' ~ .... ,,l•II< au . .tis1r.u:1 ,, 1,,,u,· ~ull •\ 
1.c1n• l•1si1 ,11 S11, h ,1 ,l1a·1um•u1 1\111 1,1 b•• ~1,11 ,,,J 111 thr ,,·,-11·:11 .,~ ,\ 11ud1• 1o1 ilh 
1 lm·e 11ttnuules ,1.s llh .. ~1rat.:J in I iJ!. u.6 whc11• t 11~ ;11 1 rib,11•• 11;1111,•, i:u1,1 ,1111 
1l1p r l, ,1p1er hr,11ting., •. Aba trac:t Body Conclu:nont ,\thl tL1• ,wril,111<• 1111,11--. 
~u ul.11 n lht !.<!XI· 11f • h.- , h.1pl l•N. 

•b, 11111111g. 11ml I IJ" van.!1,1,• doc , um ,11tL, ,1 r1•l••r••111·1• , .. I lw Ju< u1 1• ·01 
!hod~ : 111•11 du• 1:,lh.1w111~ 1111,•rv ,·an 111• 11':.'i'tl 1,, J!.~U<;r.ll.- au 11'1 \IL lnc111t-11• 

1i6 



{doc '5ccr.ior.~' 
;trH.?\tonnect1or,, '<.b2> ,be1·et1 . </h2> , [lu,ie( .l l )J 

I 1.1 - 1,Jtti1 I ~,11, ""'"'r, I ,10:,,hb, rl r,11u l11p-Jt•\1~t -il')'.flll'l 1 .... wh i-' Jf-' I 11,-. 1,1-.:! 
,•·~•llrlll 1, J 11...,1,.,I t.111<111,n ,·11II Tl,, fi111t l!lm ,·,.II ll'dl 1,e e,1, l11 ;1lt'•.I lo11 :1 11 

,r,• 1, 0111111.-,, ,.i,...,, M•r.?() ,,., 1111,1h,·11t1 t"" 111 le i\11il l.:ier"{) J 111•• h •~• 

i ,t 1:,i ,, 1 11, ,11 J 111 1111 p 111 •ii 1111~ t-XpJ t-,,11111 I;" •~tu·u l.;.-~lv.\:, 

<h~>A~~trnct</b1> 
r1ii s 1s tb■ f1rsr. ~ecr.ion 
<-h :i'> 8Q<1y</h 2> 
Thi !! 1~ LJ,., 11exL :<H I 1.-in 
o:.h2~1'nnr. I ufi , 1)11>:/ 11 '.!> 
Ttii, 1::1 Lht! l,;st i:,e c t 1on 

\ \ .II li H\\ 1 lt11 , 111111 ,j 11111 111 11 ut c111 ... n .,nd ...... ·npt ,u~ l~'1~11'1l!~ all,)\\-~ • in•· 
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C lictpter 7 

Co11clusio11 

The TE;,([ACI.F. dat abase ~yslt'Dl is a.JJ t1ttcrupt at 1V.1U>.1rnr.tmg ,1.n 1.11.ypirl\l 
datal.,ase !-yslem - 11 ma) he vu~-,1'tl a.• an e:-tphiral1tm \'Ir lhr <;pf\re ,1r pOl':-1-
Ut: clataLa.."8S}'1,tem .-\lleraalive~ haw~ rhosrn m th~ dPS1g11 nf~rvcrn l of 
\rn- dataha,,1• 1'<>mpnr;c11ts, 1ndodtng thr dnl.a m0<1t'l. q11P~ :i;11~Ul'ljl•' ll•lfl 1rn

plPrn1>n1Mi<>n The.¼• Rtyp,r-"I wmr,C1111•1111- hn,'l' l,r,,1 ~11,.,,..,~rulty 1111I,gr hh•I 

t lJ 1mnlrm~~,t ij ~yi<L•·m whwh hM hN•" n<.e<i to huilil II n•>:Hnnal exa111plc 
np11lin1l111n 

l he sy~tern has l,een Je1·elopcd ,uoumJ a lllmplr. untvpe<l, gr,iph-b:u.ed 
tll\t.. ,n1,t.lcl 1 111~ nH>tlr l w11.<1 rhUlJl'll hl'i".tU~<! gmphs rue 11urousu-a.111c.l, geo
r, ~, i,1.rUJ•t 11rrs1 ant.I t hus ruake 1t pussible to repr!Rlll r.rtmr.uy ,.ggrrgnt,on., 
,,nd ossocrnwous I eMJnn_hly ditcd ly f;ucb ,10<.uD$UaJwotl lat a m,)t:JPI"- nppo·.a r 
lo he 11-'-l'f11l in ><<'lnli•s l r11r.1.urr:d ;ipplicat 1011 domams d,,nuu116 "'her.- ,t ,s 
1101 r1>.a.,lhl" 10 ,t .. wJ,~p a tn11ve111ional schema. 

Tb<' JtLtn ruuclcl J.ef1111::, 11,r u,rr u! LLr .w~•nm - 1hr ulha ~ompon!!nVI 
m"y t"' t.lei;;:rih,·tl In tprmis of th is gr~h-1.,~ model 

• Thi• 4111'1',\' 1·orn1loro c11( use~ r>«t.h !"<p1•Mqr,inf to ,,:..,rrs.: ana ex1r11rl 
:11fo11ualiou rwr1t du.-' da tr.l.i~ gr11ph The path P.q1n•!.:!,10o~ i:r111 br 
vi~wed a.~ P:<1.';'11sion~ nl' pill,h~ rnrounte1erl ITI file •.w,rt>nL, nr nhJt:i't· 
ori,.nt~,t"d lni1gun.g(•S ru1rl 1falAb1uw., Tb, rl1,11ngnid1mg frAtttre or I ho 
11u~.I')• lang11ngP Lq 1.h:u p~Lh ~xp1 rsi:-1nn• ArP 11s qiJp 1wrry1ng c:011,111111 

tt J:.i.-ks I he rn,,r" rnnvenr 101111I 11ne1 v d1<u<1•~ ,•11rou11t~MI tn lau 
guagr·, cut•h 11,q "QI, N.,, 1•11,l1<-i<.-S1<, (11,• p111h '!11Pl'l!11.>1n11b arr ,111fi, ,rnt l.~ 
f"1wrrf11t to pxp n•i;.<1 qllN'i••o- wh1rh A1e dlffir.11lt tn formullll•• 111 SQL 
llimmrlt•~ or 1,lu,s,• 111r l11rl11 q1u·r11•ri l'C1"1p11t1ng ~ rlu,sn,,, 111,1 lt11•~1J11gr 

1c:n,ph.• 1ul)J1m1• , ,,,.. , whtrh 111 lUfil •uh11,01~ ltsto wl11k- jl9) ptl"'C'll.U • 1,l1i.l.i .Jgc,. 
,111,,.,, wJ11tl1 1~11,\ 11(' IJJL'U ltJ m,odt· (11~ •Olll t>Jll ul tol3t,<>ual JIILAI,~ '" ",r,r~plt 
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1,r,w1t!r·.~ ,~,!· • "1"'1,11 111 f,.,, t l11, l"''l" ll''') 111 •.111 ~ri1~ ll' l11d 1 r·,J11t.J.m ,, 

r, 1,r, 11 , , • I•• 1r1 I 11• 11 'I' '"' , i;11q•IJ , ~,•· !:it•·t. I l a 11d l liJ' ). 

• rh., i;< np111111 111,111,il,! , ·1111 br· tl1•.~r 11 l,r,I r\," 111rn·1 ,,1111,LI l;,11 p, 11 :0AP wl 11 ..J1 

llS('S ; ltt· dnl.t,ba.~(· gt,1ph ,1, n [lr' f'>;tM,' lH , 1.11111J1u~11! · 1i,\I M ~,,, .. r111~ T hf' 
• 1 rt pl1n1: , ,,11 1111 1:.1•111 ,, ri ~1hil _v ••,J1 q 1J,..,l 1,, IIIP ,Jll•' r,1 1111,d uh· l\.:il'l'tl
r111nal R- \tdlu ·:- .~,.,1,1 1'-t11111·~ tl l111.11 , ,,t11n 1,1d 111 11>o r•h.p~:-.h,ns} ,,, curnHg iu 

ii,,. ,l« 111'1 111 )\ 1 .. 1, µ,11,tw• 11111) "'' l>'pl;(t'f.•ol '') p-1111 •XJJl'l'l>'>ll,'ll, i~n,I \'h 'f' 

1·1•rH1, n -,·,11111•,, u l th•• st· np1111i.- laoi:11aJ1:1J m:iv u1·f'ur ;ii; rlimponE'lll.5 uf 

pni Ii t·x1,1c.,s11111~ Thr· inll'p.rnl i11 11 11 [ d,!f' ln.rmw«· qt:(•t;1 l'>.pr<•i--,iu1c~ Mi d 

1, p10, , ·, lt1rn l :c;, npl l llf.( lnn,l.\1Utj!;f'n"I nr,ly ~11 ... r;i.nlr,~ 1l,r •. urnpntt,t ,nrtAI 
, "1 11 pl1<1 1•111•,-~ , .f llw ,y,11 •1,11 l,111 111,..., 11•i,1111·,,,. t i,•· ;..<-< i,l l,.., I 111111"il H11, 1 
IIIIMll"h It 1•111·111111t•'11•d 111 !<>v~I)• ,:1,qpl,-1{ 1w,1-l~HA' III~\• ~y•l>:111<. wh~,~ 
ii i~ 11"1 l":S~l111 111 l 'H ll\'(•f'I l11•\Wt'"II ill" •,hlll'r•.'ltt ll~lll ~trlJl'l• tr<:'l> .. r ti lt' 
•111t•n· ..ind 1<1 n11ILt1S li111111mr,:l· :\ furtlwr aJ,.inl,Lcl· of illl' iote~n111,;11 
,,r .wri11li1111, ,uul q111•1,· ~11t..~n(••m b f ha t H I~ J'O~tl<l1• rulrl lhl' flU<'I,' 
nnd ,,.,., 1,1h1'""~111 g ph,w~ 11,1 ,, it ., 111~1._. ,I ~111· - hf,;• t 1,e, 11•1111,~11! ,)f 
1h1 hH111•,htr1<1 1111x111111,h , th,~ rr•·ltt10•~ th,· ..f!.,n 1,•q111 1,,,I 1, 11,11:,..~ th, 
1·1 1111,, 111' 1•! 1 lw du~.1 h11.'4/• 

111 f•Jlil'I ll• ••-.: 1111.ii• 11,,, t11,,<J1,1~ "l'l'lll'>1l11,111< ,, , !111 11l,,.,l. d111 .. 11111dtl ,,11,,I 
rvu1h111..,,l qu•·r"mY. ,u,d ,w11p1111ii; l.wi;u~c. u11 1m11l,•111.,11ta11.,11 ,,r Lh•• w,f1!111 
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In the example application the hypertext network which is the World 
Wide Web has been mapped to the graph-based model of the TENTACLE 
database system. This mapping is reasonably straightforward. The query 
language has been used to materialise several hypertext documents from the 
same data source, where the query and post processing phase have been folded 
into a single step. The scripting language has been used to construct a parser 
for the Hypertext Transfer Protocol (HTTP) which runs inside the database 
server process, which means that the database server appears as a web server 
to the outside world. 

The creation of the TENTACLE system has been a large undertaking -
it covered the design, implementation and example deployment of an alter
native database system. In other words, the project has covered a breadth 
of topics, as opposed to being an in-depth study of a single one. This means 
that there exist numerous opportunities to explore aspects of the system 
further. A selection of these is given below: 

• The TENTACLE data model might be extended to include facilities for 
encoding constraints or schema information, even if this information is 
not well specified. The LORE system attempts to encode such schema 
information using structures which the authors call Data Guides, and 
it might be interesting to equip the TENTACLE system with similar 
capabilities. 

• The TENTACLE query language currently does not allow the user 
to specify in which order path expressions are matched against the 
database graph - at the moment the only supported (implicit) eval
uation strategy is a breadth first traversal where the attributes of a 
node are examined in their sorted order. It would be interesting to 
add other evaluation strategies such as a depth first traversal, or even 
parameterized evaluation strategies which would allow the user to spec
ify cost and sorting functions. Such an extension could even form the 
basis for addressing some of the limitations of network/ graph based sys
tems identified by [24] which motivated the introduction of relational 
databases. 

• It might be interesting to employ path expressions to rewrite the da
tabase graph. The path expressions presented in this dissertation have 
been read-only in the sense that they have not modified the database 
graph - however, it should be possible to include functions which 
do modify the database graph as segments of path expressions. This 
would mean that the side effects of traversing the database graph would 
change the graph - the potential for making such a process recursive 
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In addition to improving and extending the existing system, there exist 
opportunities to apply the TENTACLE database system to a variety of other 
semi-structured domains. Of particular interest are structured texts such as 
XML or programming languages where path expressions may be a suitable 
tool to query the parse tree of a document or program. Similarly VRML 
scene graphs might be queried using TENTACLE path expressions. 

Yet another potentially interesting topic would be a comparison of the 
TENTACLE database system with persistent programming languages (See 
[23] for a survey). Viewed from such a perspective the TENTACLE system 
is a persistent programming language which uses a graph as its bulk storage 
system, possesses builtin query facilities and runs inside a database. 

Further application of TENTACLE could be as a graph storage system 
for other graph-based query languages. Examples include Hy+ [25], which is 
implemented on a deductive database system, and Hyperlog [53], which used 
to be implemented on a functional database system. 
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Appendix A 

Language Syntax 

SCRIPT --+ STATEMENTS C.' 
STATEMENTS--+ STATEMENT 

--+ STATEMENT STATEMENTS 
STATEMENT --+ ASSIGNMENT 

--+ LOOP 
--+ CONDITIONAL 
--+ DECLARATION 
--+ BLOCK 
--+ RVALUE 

ASSIGNMENT--+ LVALUE '=' RVALUE 
LOOP --+while'(' RVALUE ')' STATEMENT 
CONDITIONAL--+ if '(' RVALUE ')' STATEMENT 

--+ if '(' RVALUE ')' STATEMENT else STATEMENT 
DECLARATION--+ var VARIABLES 
VARIABLES --+ variable 

--+ variable ',' VARIABLES 
BLOCK --+'{'STATEMENTS'}' 
LVALUE --+ variable 
RVALUE --+ literal 

--+ variable 
--+ FUNCTION 
--+ C [' PATH ']' 

FUNCTION --+ literal '(' ')' 
--+ literal '(' ARGUMENTS ')' 

ARGUMENTS --+ RVALUE 
--+ RVALUE C '' ARGUMENTS 

PATH --+ RVALUE 
--+ RVALUE C ' PATH 
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➔ '[' PATH '] l '*' 
➔ ' [ l PATH '] I 

➔ PATH '&' PATH 
➔ PATH 'I' PATH 

LEGEND: Uppercase strings denote nonterminals, lowercase strings or singly 
quoted characters denote terminals. 
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Appendix B 

Path Expression Semantics 

The semantics of the TENTACLE path expressions will be explained by 
annotating the productions of the TENTACLE grammar with logic rules. 

For this purpose it is useful to draw a distinction between the first seg
ment of a path expression and other segments. This distinction is neces
sary since the initial segment has a different semantics - it specifies the 
set of graph components which serve as starting points, while subsequent 
segments are used in matching operations. This bears some resemblance to 
path expressions as encountered in object-orientated programming languages 
- for example the first segment of expression ship. hold [2] selects a start
ing point from the set of all available objects, while the second segment can 
be thought of as matching a neighbouring entity (selecting only from the 
immediate neighbours of the previous segment). 

The TENTACLE grammar which draws the distinction between initial 
and subsequent segments is given below: 

PATH ➔ initiaLsegment 
➔ initiaLsegment ' ' TAIL 
➔ '[' PATH ']' '*' 
➔ '[' PATH ']' 

➔ PATH '&:' PATH 
➔ PATH 'I' PATH 

TAIL ➔ segment 
➔ segment ' ' TAIL 
➔ '['TAIL']' '*' 
➔ '['TAIL']' 
➔ TAIL '&:' TAIL 
➔ TAIL 'I' TAIL 
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This grammar may be annotated as follows: A predicate is associated 
with each production - as the production is matched against a query, the 
predicate is evaluated. The first argument ($$) of such a predicate contains 
the path expression which still remains to be parsed. The second argument 
(I) contains a set of graph components which serve as starting point for 
that path expression, while the third argument (R) contains the graph com
ponents at which the path expression terminates - in other words the result. 

Note that the annotation uses a YACC (Yet Another Compiler Com
piler) notation to indicate the relationship between the production and the 
predicate. Briefly $$ denotes the head of the production while $n where 
n E [1, 2, 3 ... ] denotes the n'th token in the body of the production. Ob
serve that the $$ and $n parameters serve as the equivalent of distinguishing 
subscripts. 

Production: 
Predicate: 

Production: 
Predicate: 

Production: 
Predicate: 

Production: 
Predicate: 

Production : 
Predicate: 

Production: 
Predicate: 

Production : 
Predicate: 

Production: 
Predicate: 

PATH ::= initial_segment 
path($$,!,!) :- initia1($1,I) 

PATH : := initiaLsegment '.' TAIL 
path($$,I,R) :- initia1($1,I), tai1($3,I,R) 

PATH : := I[' PATH '], '*' 
path($$,I,R) path($2,I,X), tai1($$,X,Y), 

union(X,Y,R) 

PATH ::= I[' PATH']' 
path($$,I,R) :- path($2,I,R) 

PATH : := PATH '&' PATH 
path($$,I,R) :- path($1,I,X), path($3,I,Y), 

intersection(X,Y,R) 

PATH : := PATH I I' PATH 
path($$,I,R) :- path($1,I,X), path($3,I,Y), 

union(X,Y,R) 

TAIL ::= segment 
tai1($$,I,R) :- extend($1,I,R) 

TAIL : := segment '.' TAIL 
tai1($$,I,R) :- extend($1,I,X), tai1($3,X,R) 
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Production: 
Predicate: 

Production : 
Predicate: 

Production: 
Predicate: 

Production: 
Predicate: 

TAIL .. - I [ I TAIL I] I ,., 
tail($$,I,R) ·- tail ($2, I, R) , union(!. R, I) 
tail($$,I,R) tail($2,I,X), tail($$,X,Y), 

union(X,Y,Z), union (I. Z ,R) 
tail($$. I , []) 

TAIL .. - I [ I TAIL I] I 

tail($$, I, R) :- tail($2,I,R) 

TAIL : := TAIL 1 &' TAIL 
tail($$,I,R) :- tail($1,I,X), tail($3,I,Y), 

intersection(X,Y,R) 

TAIL : := TAIL I I I TAIL 
tail($$,I,R) :- tail($1,I,X), tail($3,I,Y), 

union(X,Y,R) 

The above annotations make use of the following predicates: 

union/3 
difference/3 
initial/2 
extend/3 

The predicates union/3 and intersection/3 have their conventional 
semantics, where the third argument is the union, respectively intersection, 
of the first two arguments. In this context the arguments to these two rules 
are sets of graph components. 

ini tial/2 is a predicate which, given an initial segment (first argument), 
computes the corresponding set of graph components (second argument). 
A segment is an R-value in the TENTACLE language (see Appendix A) 
~ thus initial/2 evaluates an R-value and returns its result as a set of 
graph components1 . When compared to an object-orientated programming 
language, ini tial/2 performs a task similar to the resolution of a variable 
label to an object address. 

extend/3 takes a set of graph components (second argument) and returns 
their immediate neighbours (third argument) which match a particular con
straint encoded in the given segment (first argument). 

1If the initial segment is the empty string, then initial/2 returns the default entry 
point into the graph (the database root). 
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In order to supply a more detailed definition of the extend/3 predicate 
it is useful to encode the database graph as an existensional relation, and 
provide a suitable representation for sets of graph components. 

For this purpose the database graph may be thought of as consisting of 
the following extensional relation2: 

e(n,k,v) 

where n E N, k E M and v E NU M (refer to Chap. 3 for the definitions 
of N and M). In other words the relation e() contains a tuple for every 
attribute of every node, where n is the identifier of the node, k is the key 
of the attribute and v is the value of the attribute, either an atomic value 
(k E M) or a reference to another node (k EN). Note that the pair (n,k) 
is the primary key in this relation, since each n uniquely identifies a node, 
whilst k identifies an attribute within the scope of its node n3• 

A set of graph components may be represented as a list of sublists, where 
each sublist is a reference to a graph component. A reference to a node is 
denoted by single element sublist [n], a reference to an attribute key by a 
sublist of two elements [n,k] and a reference to an attribute value by the 
triple [n,k,v]. 

Given these two representations ( of encoding a graph as the e () rela
tion, and a graph component set as a list of sublists) it is possible to define 
extend/3 as follows: 

extend(_, [] , []) 
extend(S,[HIITI],TR) :- singlextend(S,HI,HR), 

extend(S,TI,TR), member(HR,TR) 
extend(S,[HIITI] ,[HRITR]) :- singlextend(S,HI,HR), 

extend(S,TI,TR) 

singlextend(S, [NJ, [N,K]) :- e(N,K,_), match(K,S) 
singlextend(S, [N,K] ,[N,K,V]) e(N,K,V), match(V,S) 
singlextend(S, [N,K,V] ,[V,L]) :- e(N,K,V), e(V,L,_), 

match(L,S) 

2Note that the translation does not take isolated nodes into consideration. Fortunately 
isolated nodes (nodes which possess no outgoing or incoming edges) are only of interest 
in trivial path expressions, namely those consisting of a single segment referring to the 
isolated node. Also note that the TENTACLE system maintains a sorted order on the 
keys of a node, thus e (n, k, v) should be sorted on (n, k), and the rule evaluation should 
be order preserving. 

3 This constraint has been introduced to simplify the semantics - the implementation 
itself permits duplicate node keys. 
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Figure B.1: Simple example database graph 

Essentially the extend/3 predicate determines the set of neighbours of 
each input set element and returns those which match the segment. Observe 
that the immediate neigbours of a node reference [n] are its attribute keys 
[n, k], while the neighbour of an attribute key is its value [n, k, v]. If an 
attribute value is a node reference then its neighbours are the attribute keys 
of the referenced node. 

member/2 has its usual meaning of testing if the first argument is a mem
ber of the list given in second argument, while match/2, like initial/2 
provides an interface to the scripting component of the language - match/2 
succeeds if the graph component (first argument) matches the current seg
ment (second argument), where the segment is an R-value of the language. 
A literal or variable is deemed to match if its value is the same as the graph 
component, while a function call matches if the function does not return 
false. If the R-value is the empty string, then match/2 succeeds for any 
graph component. 

The following small example illustrates how a TENTACLE query may 
be mapped to a logic program using the above method. Consider the simple 
path expression: 

me.age.equal(here(),swn(14,8)) 

where me is a variable referring to the node in the database graph given in 
Fig. B.l. Assuming that this node has an identifier of 1, the graph may be 
represented as the relation: 

e(1,age,22) 
e(1,name,Marc) 

The evaluation of the above path expression starts when the first pro
duction PATH · · = initiaLsegment ' • TAIL is matched. The associated 
rule is: 

path( 11 me. age. equal (here() ,sum(14 ,8)) 11
, I ,R) 

initial ( 11me 11
, I), tail ("age. equal(here () ,sum(14 ,8)) 11

, I ,R) 
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ini tial/2 evaluates the R-value "me" which returns a set containing a ref
erence to a single node [ [ 1] ] : 

path( 11 me .age. equal (here(), sum(14,8))", [ [1]] ,R) 
initial( 11 me 11

, [ [1]]), 
tail("age. equal (here(), sum(14 ,8)) 11

• [[1]] ,R) 

The first argument to tail/3 matches the production TAIL 
' ' TAIL and its associated rule: 

tai1( 11 age.equal(hereO ,sum(14,8))", [[1]] ,R) ·-

. ·= segment 

extend(11age11, [ [1]] ,X). tail ( 11 equal (here O, sum(14, 8))" ,X ,R) 

extend/3 finds the immediate neighbour of [1] which matches the segment 
"age". 11 age 11 is a literal, thus match/2 compares its value against the keys 
of [1] and returns those which are the same: 

extend ( 11 age" , [ [1] I []] • [HR I []] ) : -
singlextend( 11 age 11

, [1] ,HR), extend( 11 age 11
• [], []) 

singlextend("age 11
, [1], [1,K]) :-

e(1,K,_) ,match(K, "age") 

The matching key value is returned to the callee: 

tail( 11 age.equal(here() ,sum(14,8)) 11
, [[1]] ,R) ·

extend(11age11, [[1]], [[1,age]]), 
tail ("equal (here O, sum(14,8)) 11

, [ [1 ,age]] ,R) 

The production which matches the remainder of the expression is TAIL 
: : = segment and its associated rule is given below: 

tai1( 11 equal(hereO ,sum(14,8))", [[1,age]] ,R) 
extend("equal(here() ,sum(14,8))", [[1,age]] ,R) 

extend/3 finds the immediate neighbour of [1, age] which matches the seg
ment II equal (here() , sum ( 14, 8)) 11

• match/2 evaluates this segment and re
turns true (here() retrieves the value of the graph component to be matched, 
in this case 22): 
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extend( 11 equal(here() ,sum(14,8)) 11
, [[1,age] I[]], [HRI []]) :

singlextend(11equal (here(), sum(14 ,8)) 11
, [1, age] ,HR), 

extend( 11 equal (here O, sum (14, 8)) 11 , [] , []) 

singlextend("equal (here O, sum(14 ,8) 11
, [1, age], [1, age, VJ) · -

e(1,age,V), match(V, 11 equal(hereO ,sum(14,8) 11
) 

Finally the nested calls unwind to the top level where the result set con
tains a single reference to the node attribute value [1, age, 22]: 

tail ( 11 equal (here(), sum(14 ,8)) 11
, [[1,age]], [ [1, age, 22]]) 

extend("equal (here(), sum(14, 8) 11 , [ [1, age]] , [ [1, age, 22]]) 

tail ("age. equal (here O, sum(14 ,8)) 11
, [[1]], [ [1, age, 22]]) :

extend("age", [[1]], [[1,age]]), 
tail ("equal (here(), sum(14, 8))", [ [1, age]], [[1, age ,22]]) 

path("me. age. equal (here O, sum(14, 8))", [[1]], [ [1, age, 22]]) :
initial ( 11me 11

, [ [1]]), 
tail("age. equal(hereO, sum(14,8))", [ [1]], [[1, age, 22]]) 
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Appendix C 

Elementary System 
Performance Test 

This appendix presents the results of an elementary performance test of the 
database server. The test serves more as an example (of a number of ro
bustness and performance tests undertaken during the implementation of 
the system) than a reliable benchmark. The inclusion of this example in the 
dissertation is intended to show that the implementation is more substantial 
than a toy prototype. 

C.1 Description 

The test consists of creating a single node as database root and adding a 
thousand attributes to this node. After this large node has been set up, the 
database server is stopped and restarted (in order to remove the effects of 
any caching performed by the server) and all the attributes are requested 
from the server using the following query: 

[. write(connection, 11
\

1111 ,here(), 11
\

11
: 

11
, [here().], 11 \n 11

)] 

This query returns a list containing elements of the form: 

"attribute key":attribute value 

The test input consists of a thousand words selected randomly from the 
system word list (/usr/dict/words), which on the test system consists of 
45402 words. Each selected word serves as an attribute key, while the at
tribute value (of lesser importance in this test) simply stores the sample 
number of the selected word (ie a number in the range 1 - 1000). 
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For example, given the random list of words contingent, Britannica, 
contingencies, entire, disabler, liquid, hey, levers, fraternal, 
phenomenological, the output of the above query would take the following 
form: 

11 Britannica":00002 
"contingencies":00003 
11 contingent 11 :00001 
11 disabler 11 :00005 
11 entire 11 :00004 
11 fraternal 11 :00009 
11het' : 00007 
"levers":00008 
"liquid":00006 
"phenomenological":00010 

The TENTACLE storage subsystem arranges node attributes as a list 
of blocks where the attributes on each block are sorted on attribute key 
and packed contiguously. In addition a separate index structure ( a modified 
Patricia Tree, see Chap. 5) is maintained for the node attribute keys. In 
other words the system contains provisions for both random and sequential 
access. 

This test thus exercises the system component which re-arranges contigu
ous attributes packed into a block as well as the module which updates the 
index in response to such a re-arrangement. Other components exercised 
include the language parser, query evaluation module and network interface. 

C.2 Platform 

The test platform is a personal computer, dating from 1997 and having the 
following specifications: 

• Cyrix Pentium clone (120 MHz) 

• 512k secondary cache 

• 64M RAM 

The database server was compiled using the GNU C Compiler (2.7.2.1) 
with neither debugging nor optimisations enabled, the executable (unstripped 
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ELF format) was linked dynamically against libc.so.5.3.12 and was run un
der Linux (2.0.30). Both the server and client were run on the same ( other
wise lightly-loaded) system, communicating via TCP /IP over the loopback 
network device. The database content was stored as a buffered file with 
asynchronous writes. 

C.3 Data Recorded 

The data which was recorded for each insertion and retrieval was the user 
and system times for the server process, as well as the elapsed time for the 
client process - the user and system times of the server may be viewed as 
the cost (ie a count of the number of instructions required) to perform the 
task1, while the elapsed time recorded for the client is the metric of greatest 
subjective interest to the user (the wall time needed for the results to be 
returned). Data was collected for ten iterations of the test script given at 
the end of this appendix. 

C.4 Results 

Average Variance 
User Time of Server (U) 1.732 0.0079 

System Time of Server ( S) 0.860 0.0318 
Total CPU time of Server (U + S) 2.592 0.0214 

Elapsed Time of Client ( E) 2.581 0.0209 

Figure C.l: Insertion times for 1000 attributes 

Average Variance 
User Time of Server ( U) 0.486 0.0027 

System Time of Server (S) 0.852 0.0014 
Total CPU time of Server (U + S) 1.338 0.0007 

Elapsed Time of Client (E) 1.321 0.0008 

Figure C.2: Retrieval times for 1000 attributes 

All results are in seconds. User time (U) is the time a processes spends 
runs as user privilege, system time (S) the time spent by the kernel servicing 

1These measurements include the cost of starting and stopping the server. 
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the process and elapsed time ( E) is the wall time which passed while the 
process had been running. 

C.5 Discussion 

The variance of the insertion test is larger than that of the retrieval test. 
This is to be expected: For insertions the input data sets are generated 
randomly - some input sets would be ordered in ways which require fewer 
re-arrangements than others. On the other hand retrievals operate on already 
sorted and indexed database content, thus the variance between retrievals is 
smaller. 

The fact that the total CPU time of the server process exceeds the elapsed 
time recorded for the client may be attributed to the cost of starting and 
shutting down the server, as well as to the cost of deallocating resources set 
aside for a client after its completion. That this is visible at all confirms that 
client consumes only minimal system resources and that no other tasks were 
active while running the tests. 

A counter-intuitive result is that the variance of the combined user and 
system times (U + S) is less than their individual variances (U, S). Inter
preting this result as a negative correlation between user and system times 
is obviously not feasible; instead this result could possibly be attributed to 
a limited resolution of the system profiling utility (time) which might not 
be able to establish the exact time of transition between user and kernel 
execution modes. 

C.6 Conclusion 

The test shows that the system is capable of inserting 1000/2.592 = 385 
node attributes per second and retrieving 1000/1.338 = 747 node attributes 
per second. While the test did not take the effects of multiuser accesses, 
disk bottlenecks or storage space fragmentation into account, it nevertheless 
showed that the system performs reasonably well, even on a modest platform. 

C.7 Shell Script Test Harness 

#!/bin/sh 
# n: number of iterations 
n=1000 
# p: port number to use 
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p=9101 
# m: number of words available 
m='wc -1 < /usr/dict/words I tr -d \' 
# truncate files 
> words-random.txt 
> words-output.txt 

# generate random word list 
echo "Selecting $n random words from $min system word list" 
while [ 11 $n11 -gt 11 011 

] ; do 
q='printf 11 ¾05d 11 $n' 
sed -ne 11 $[RAND0M¾m]s/\\(..*\\)/\"\1\ 11 :$q/p11 

\ 

/usr/dict/words >> words-random.txt 
n=$[n-1] 

done 

# transform word list into insertion commands 
echo -n "Preparing words for insertion ... 11 

echo "var n n=newid O 11 > commands. txt 
sed -ne 's/\( . . *\):\( .. *\)/link(n,\1,\2)/p' \ 

< words-random.txt >> commands.txt 
echo "root(global,n) write(connection,\"ok\n\ 11

) •
11 

\ 

>> commands.txt 
echo 11 ok 11 

# start the server: tentacle database daemon (tdbd) 
echo "Starting database server on port $p ... 11 

time -f 11 ¾U+¼S 11 -a -o time-server-insert.txt \ 
.. / .. /bin/tdbd -N -p$p >t default.log t 

# wait for the server to boot up 
sleep 2 

# send insertion requests to tentacle database 
echo -n 11 Inserting words ... 11 

time -f 11 ¾e 11 -a -o time-client-insert.txt \ 
.. / .. /bin/tdbsend -q -p$p commands.txt 

if [ 11 $? 11 != 11 011 J ; then 
echo "failed" 
echo 11 Consult default.log in 'pwd' for diagnostics" 
exit 1 

fi 
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#shutdown server after insertion 
echo -n "Shutting down database server ... 11 

.. / .. /bin/tdbsend -q -p$p \ 
"shutdown() write (connection, \"ok\\n\ "). 11 

if [ 11 $? 11 ! = 11 0" ] ; then 
echo "failed" 
echo "Consult default.log in 1 pwd 1 for diagnostics 11 

exit 1 
fi 

# restart server for retrieval 
echo "Starting database server on port $[p+1] ... " 
time -f "¼U+¼S" -a -o time-server-extract.txt \ 

.. / .. /bin/tdbd -p$[p+t] >& default.log & 
# wait for the server to boot up 
sleep 2 

echo -n 11 Extracting words ... 11 

time -f "¼e" -a -o time-client-extract.txt \ 
.. / .. /bin/tdbsend -q -p$[p+1] -o words-output.txt \ 
11 

[. wri te(connection, \ 11
\ \\ 

11
\

11 ,here(),\ 11
\\ \": \ 

11
, [here().] • \ 11 \n\ 11

)] • 
11 

if [ 11 $? 11 ! = 11 0 11 
] ; then 

echo 11 failed 11 

echo "Consult default.log in 1 pwd 1 for diagnostics" 
exit 1 

else 
echo "ok" 

fi 

echo -n "Shutting down database server ... 11 

.. / .. /bin/tdbsend -q -p$[p+1] \ 
"shutdown() write (connection, \ 11 ok\ \n\ 11

). 
11 

if [ 11 $? 11 != 11 0 11 
] ; then 

fi 

echo 11 failed 11 

echo "Consult default.log in 'pwd 1 for diagnostics" 
exit 1 

# Final paranoia check 
echo -n "Comparing before and after. . . 11 
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sort words-random.txt > words-sorted.txt 
diff -q words-output.txt words-sorted.txt 
if [ 11 $? 11 = 110 11 

] then 
echo 11 success - word lists are identical" 

else 

fi 

echo 11 ouch - word lists not identical" 
exit 1 
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